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The purpose of this study is to determine II II d ij the educational resources available to the public schools in· the; towns 
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o~ Acton' and Obncord, Massachusetts• These_ towns are adjacent anci. 
share a common heritage •. It lras at N-orth: Bridge in· O.oncord that the; 
colonies began the fight for independence... The first casualty of 
that fight was Oaptain~ Isaac Davis of' Acton.. The preservation of the: 
landmarks of' this historic moment and the monuments to the heroeso of' 
this battle_ has been a chief aim of the peoples of these to1ms. 
Many homes and business establishments of' col0niall dey:s have been 
kept anc;l. restored for posterity.. Here· are the homes of' some of OUl!' 
mostLhonored literary figures. Here also,- are many, business act.J.viT.ies:; 
including woodworking, fe.r.ming, electronics, plastics, chemicals; and 
precision~ machinery.;. Some of these places are familiar to all!. schooll 
children; but many are never noticed even by thos~who are nativas of 
the townB •. 
TO determine where the educationall resources of the towns exist:~ 
and to make this information- available to the schools are the purposes 
of this study-. 
Justification of the Problem •. Th1.s:': study wil11hav.e value in. 
several~directions. First of all~ ~he use of the information gathered 
wilL enrich. and vitalize instruction.. This idea is based upon the~ 
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" •t review of literat\lre 11hich .is·'- to be found in- Chapter Two •. Secondly, n 
I! this report should be helpfull in planning the curriculum. and the q 
\1 courses o:f study.-. Thirdly, it is felt that the carefuli use of comm:tm-
lr 
'· 
j\ ity resources will win~ support for the school program. •. 
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In- order that community resources mecy:' be used effectivelY it: 
is -necessary that teachers have ready access to comprehensive detai~ 
for planning •. This report will give the information-- that teachers need. 
Delimitation of the Problem • ...-This· study is to be limited to the~ 
towns of Acton and Ooncord, Massachusetts •. The authors believe thatt 
there are ample resources available \'Tithin the boundaries of the towns:; 
whiCh need to be exploited •. The accessibility of locaL-resources is:· an-_ 
Ilr. scope the study is to be limited to field trips, resourceo: 
visitors, and interview possibilities with resource persona at their 
homes or places of business •. 
Resouraes are to be selected from all subject areas and for alll 
grades •. No attempt will be made to determine the suitable grade level.J.. 
Enough:: information will be given so that the teacher will be able to 
dete:nni.Iie suitability for the classes involved •. 
The report will include resources in business, art, civics, 
socialJ. studies, history, agriculture, health,. industrial, arts, travel; 
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li Definitions:· 11 
II 11 il Field Trips;;.-A field trip is an organized experience outside the: lil
1
! 
I' !i classroom which involves doing or seeing an activity chosen for its !l 
li distinct educational value. Field trips are often called lesson journeyaz !i 
I
ii !i II ll I' 
li or excursions.. I! 
1ll Many field trip possibilities are close at hand •. They may be. IJ 
I I' I' j! found in the school yard, at a nearby intersection, or even in the: ll 
ij :j 
I 11 II boiler room of the school.. Other trips may· require considerable trav.ell il II lj 
li d rm.e •·""iters have l.;...,ited t'I.L.1 s study to resources:: i; !I an some expense.. .o.u ..... ....... ·s.r..:L !; 
II ii jll 111ithin the town boundaries of Acton and o·oncord •. An "acres of' diamondslt l! 
philosopby_ in regard to community resources proves to be profitable both It I 11 
II 1-
'1 in the quality of~ resources and in the planning of administrative: det9.ils •. :( 
1, 11 I 
ii.' Resource Visitor.-Lee and Leeo: define: the resource visitor as d 
:1 lt ..
I' 
!i follows: ~~,. il ,. 
i1 E 
I
I·'·! f . 11Rebsoukrce vidsitors1~e people ~ith interesting ht~bbies~ al 1•1 
11 
ore~gn. ac groun s or ~ ving eeper~encee; or occupe: ~one usu :. ~~ 
11 or unueuall which. can be shared with children-•. Such people are: li 
!! generall}r·willing to come into the classroom. to talk, answer: 1' II questions, demonstrate, exhibit, or otherwise share .. their ilrlierest'B I! 
!i and abilities with-: children. 11 I! 
~ ~ li Interview With Resource Person.~-An interview with a resource p 
p ~; 
,; p I! .p&rson as used in this study means a visit b~ one or two selected ii 
J! ! ~ 
,1 students with a resource person at his home or place of business.. The ii 
1,
'1 ,, n 
1, students are expected to aak questions and to report the information· !; I• il 
) \ l ~ ir i1 
!! i! I n ~~ 1/ J •. MmtrB$ Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Ohild and His Curriculum, ;\ 
(1 Appleton-Oentury-Orof'te, Inc., New. York, 1950, p. 266;. j! 
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The resource person to be 
I• 
if 
I! 
interviewed is not expedted to prepare a talk but should be given a list 
I; I 
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of questions likely to arise in the interview •.. 
Hbme Permission Slips.~Home permission slips are statement&: 
~ 
' 
signed by parents certifying that they are willing for their children 
I ~, 
!l 
to take part in a field trip.. The use of such slips ·is recommended •. 
is 
I! 
II 
i' 
While the parents cannot legally sign aws:y the rights of their children-
in the event of a mishap, the slip serves to inform. the parent of the 
,. 
!I 
II planned trip and slightly more hazardous conditions which such trips~ 
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:BEviE\'f OF LITERATURE": 
The School is the Community 
Albert Ayars states that : 
11Good teachers everywhere are alert to the need for real 
experience to supplement book learning for pupilS.. They are: 
aware of the necessity for young peaple to do things rather 
than just talk about them, if they are to be properly equipped 
to assume their responsibilities as workers, parents, community 
members, and voters. They knew it is important for pupils to 
observe how classroom principles are given practical application 
beyond the school 1s four walls. 11 
The case for the utilization of community resources as a part 
i' i! 
1! of the school program is a strong one. Modern educationaLmethods:-
11 recognize the value of direct experience in the learning process •. 
II II Every community represents a multitude of valuable experiences in the 
lj form of material!:!, places, and people. 
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Speaking of elementary achool:t. science programs, Laurence E •. 
Y. 
Palmer says~ 
11 The general education dictum that everyone whoula J.ea.m:. 
to understand the world in which1he lives and become a member 
of the community of which he is a part may·welll be implemented: 
by· using community resources to enrich the elementary school.:. 
science program." 
ii'" U Albert L.·.A;rars, 11Tne New Look in School Help," The_ Olea;ring 
11 House, (~evember 1954), p. 1;5 •. 
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Sf Laurence E •. Palm.er, 0Lay.men and Lay Organizations WilllHelp," 
Tliirty-second Yearbook, the National Elementary Principalt Nationa.ll 
Education Association, 1935, P• 197•· 
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!! The idea that a vast store of resource materials are present in il ~~~~;I' the community which it would be :iml{actical f'or the school to own is ~~.~~ 
• expressed by Ayfi,Ts and DeBernardis. 
" lj 
!I They sey; !,! 
h 
II 11Every community is a rich storehouse of educational tools, !l 
1
:,1 equipment, and supplies '\'lh-ich it would not be practical for the l,ll 
schools to awn. Increasingly teachers enlist tha cooperation 
il of local citizens to lend, explain and demonstrate such aids.. . II Tlie farmer mey lend a setting hen and same eggs; the garage ! 
11 mechanic hie meaauz:ing instruments; the health department, films; !· 
1;·.·1 -the steel mill, samples of ore; the dry goods store, a display !
11 bf textile samples; the grocer, some used price tags or an old 
I
ii coffee grinder and a parent, a collection of cains. 11 !j 
I y_, 
'I Ayars says that good teachers have been using community resources !1 
1 r !I I 
!i when he states: \1 
Ill il 
11 
11It's nat new to them that they can enrich the school::. program !l 
i
1
•, by using skills, knoldedge, and materials available from sources l! 
outside academic circles •. These sources are almost countless, !~ 
Jt starting Vli th the milkman or the cqrner grocer, and extending :; ~~~ through every facet of our economy--labor, government, industry, !! 
I :farm organizations!•1 i! j\ The '\'lise teacher realizes his limitations and utilizes community; :l 
·i 'I il ii !! resources to supplement and support the ideas he presents to his pupils.. H 
!1 ll 
11 He introduces experiences which lend usefulness and vitality to schooll !1 !l !i 
il units and problems.. i! 
i! 21. :! 
!\ According to Palmer: ;! 
1: :j 
!I 11Tb.e practical gardner or the high-caliber sportsman mRv,· il r _,, ;: 
!I il ~ Q Albert kyars and Am.o Debernardis, 11The Community Laboratory of il 
I n ( ) :' i Citizenship , The Grade Teacher,. October, 19.53 , p •. ;o.. ii 
!1 ?d Op. cit., P• 1;5. I 
H 2/ Op. cit., p. 198.. :: 
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have much to offer the teacher that was never available in college 
courses. To the child or the adult, such experience may be 
functionally more important than some of that offered bj~J the 
teacher training institution •. It takes all sorts of persona 
and all types of experience to make a world, and the wise teacher 
well trained in the orthodox fundamentals of his profession 
should be able to learn much from the practical man-about-town. 11 
Y. 
Gates, Jersild, McConnell, and Challman suggest. the following il li 
jl means of extending, enriching, and deepening the individual.~'• experionce •. 
II 110ne of the first. steps should be t.o exploit. the local: 
11 environment to the fullest. possible extent •. Nature study, gen-Ii era.l science, biology, and physical science are usually too 
II bookish as they are nm\' taught. The woods, streams, rocks, farm 
1
'1 lands, and the natural phenomena. of all kinds are laboratories I as essential as the for.mal laboratories and the classroom.. The 
l1 local environment is also a means of understanding historical 
II events and trends. 'The. community, 11 it has been said, 1is an il 
'
lj· ;~!~~:t.~~nt.~dw;~=d~t~!g::tu:!:~~~~~ ~ !!d!~s!~d~~tof 
!! ~;:~e=c~~=s~; t.~em~~!o~!e~~~=~~n~h:c~~~~~!~~' 1:~:mbling 
!1 classroom or school museums, using public museums, and arranging 
;I exhibits in connection with instructional :units provide additionali. 
I opportunities for extending experience. 11 
ll gj_ 
~~ Gertrude Hildreth agrees with this idea. 
!j She says: 
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11 Among the advantages that. result from educationall. trips 
are the vividness of personal experience ('being on the ground') 
the opportunity t.o visualize action more effectively by being 
able to place it. in its actual setting, and the opportunities 
to learn about things (historical, social or indust.rial))that 
are peculiar or characteristic of the local._ scene and not. avail-
able in textbooks. 11 
1{ Arthur I. Gates, Arthur T. Jersild, T. R. McConnell, and Robert 
C. Challman, Educational Psychology, The Macmillan- Company, New York, 
1948, p. 424. ?1. Gertrude Hildreth, Child Growth Through-_ Educat.iont_ Ronald Press, 
New York, 1948, p. 270. 
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Florence stratemeyer adds; 
110hildren who are learning to use the community resources 
in this w~ are growing steadily in their acquaintance with the 
world in which they live. This acquaintance is built up in concrete 
terms by things they see and objects they handle. In addition 
they are building up techniques for securing information about 
their '~orld. 11 
Y. 
Stra.temeyer emphasizes the value of' resource people as educe.-
tional experiences for children •. 
She writes: 
11Community resources come to the school as often as children 
go out into the community. . The l-Tide-a.wake teacher will call on 
local businessmen, parents who have traveled in foreign lands, 
the local geologist, city officials, members of' the community 
who have special talents, and others to share in their exper-
iences with the school~~ 
There are many values which the school.may derive from community 
resources. In addition to the obvious direct benefits to the learn-
ing process community resources have secondary benefits as expressed 
21 
by Harrison J. Cameron; 
liSchools cannot afford to negl_ect the use of' community re-
sources because these resources provide assistance in many inte-
gral phases of a good school program •. Among these phases are: 
1. Guidance. 
2. Placement. 
,?. Follow-up graduates. 
~ •. Curricular revision , 
II 1f Florence B •. stratemeyer and others, Developing a Curriculum for 
j·l· Modern Living, Teachers Oolleg.t, Columbia University, New York, 1947, 
I P• 417. 
!i ?f. Ibid. p'!- 417 •· 
!1 2L Harrison J •. Cameron, 11Comm.unity Resources-So MUch for So Little, 11 
\! The NationaLBusiness "Education Quarterly,_ (October, 195.?)~ p •. 48 •. 
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5•- Teaching methods and motivation of' students •. 
6:. Standards of performance and achievement •. 
To paraphrase a famous statement of' Ohurchills, an· educator 
could ask, 'Where else coQld we get so much f'or so little?1 1 
Usually the only expense involved to secure so much is the li-ttle 
effort required f'rom. administrators and teachers to make use of' 
the available community resources. 11 
u 
Oomm.unity resources are used extensively in same areas. Minty 
II !I 
il 
,, 
li 
•I 
II i! 
mentions the trend toward publishing or filing information regarding !I 
;1 community resources so that it may be readily available to teachers. I! 
il ll ill Ire wri tee that the use of community resources is encouraged in alll li 
!i grades and in alL subject fields by the institutional supervisory.~ !I 
1'1.' i_il staff in Minneapolis, Minnesota. A bulletin of general information 
11 II d •I 
lj is issued for the purpose of consolidating much: of' the experience I! 
i_., l! 
1 and information which has been gained by the field trip directors lj 
l ij 
!I during the past several semesters of' rendering service to the Minnea- II 
1,111 ·,',il: ; polis schools •. 
!i II 1' 
I. The schooLcannot shut itself' off' from. the community.. The com.- '!I I :1 ~ I! !I munity is the proving grounds f'or the work of the school.. The schooL jl 
'i il 
:1 is the community • 1· il •I 
II !i I! I! !! OOmm.unity Resources as Learning Experiences:: 11 
' 2 1 :i II :::~ 'I 
11 Alfred North Whitehead criticized the traditionaLmethods~ of i! 
H !i ii I! 
i' H 
I! l:L Casper o. Minty, Utilizing Community Resources in the Minneapolis \j 
·' Schools, Master 1 s Thesis,- University of' Minnesota, 191!0, P• .?8.. '' 
!\ gj Alfred North Whitehead, Science and the Modem World, Macmillan !j 
jl Oom.pany, New York, 1925, P• 278.. [l 
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teaching in a statement which points up the need for the use of out 
of school.resources in promoting understanding •. 
He sa;ys; 
"In the Garden of Eden Adam saw the an:imals before he named 
them; in the traditional system children named the animals be-
fore they saw them. 11 y 
Lathrop adds: 
i• ~~ 11It is a universally accepted principle of alL good teach--
'~ ing that learning must be based upon experience._ This is com-
(1 manly called the law of apperception and as such says that the 
~~ ne\'1 is learned in terms of the_ old - nothing entirely new can !l be learned. If this is true we then must conclude that much 
il valuable time is lost in the ordinary classroom.. A great deal-,_ ~~ of the class period is used in memorizing l'tords, statements, 
I! and other symbolic material •. We forget words are symbols for 
1: ideas and that it is not the word we are trying to teach but the 
il II 
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li idea for which .the word stands. Unless the pupiL has some ex-
l! perien
1 
c_:hwhereby. th_: \'lordfhas meanm
1
· g th~..:~ _~1· s ~o learning - ,l ·I mere y v e memor~za:~o~ion o meaning ass s3 J.lU.Io s·. 
'' II !j H 
:! Evidence of the wisdom of Lathrop 1 s words is quoted from Eells li 
~~ end Cor=/! ~~ 
i! 11 In~ a study by John R •. Shannon more than a decade ago, ii 
11 but since unparalled as far as the writers could determine, ii 
il the amount of learning achieved by7four history classes was !I 
ll measured. Two classes took field trips to enrich their class- ;I 
11 room experiences and two were taught entirely within the class- l. 
'i room. •. The conclusion reached on the basis of this study was !1 ll that the combination of field trips and class work was far su- ;! 
il perior than either method used alone. !1 li 
I[- Gates, Jersild, McConnell, and Ohallman 2/ point out the limit- 1! 
H H 
>i il -~ ,, 
. :J ii '1 \! 1/ H •. 0. Lathrop, °Field Work in Economic Geography, 11 The Businesss ;; 
1! Education World, (March,: 19;58)~ P• ·55:? Jj ll gL Calvin E. Eells and Thomas J •. Connor, What Resources Are Available q 
11 in Portlanst,-: 'Main£, for the Enrichment of the Junior High SchooL Our- • 
II riculum, Master 1s Thesis, Boston University, 195;5, p.- 9.. ij 
1
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a·t.ions of context in developilgunderstanding •. 
They sey: 
11 There are definite limitations to the extent to which 
context itself', apart from actual experiences with things, can 
provide basic concepts •. 
This difficulty is not only apparent when words are used 
to raf'er to ver.1 specific ~d concrete situations, but it is 
accentuated when they represent eomplex relations or general. 
ideas. Many of' the ideas in science, sociaL studies, and the 
other school subjects are both strange and dif'f'icult, ~d the 
context in many instances 1-dll provide only limited cues to 
the meanings of' these verbal expressions. Yet we have been told 
that one of' the purposes of' the school is to extend and enrich 
experience, vicariously, through reading. If' it is so difficult: 
to understand words without actually experiencing them with the 
situations they symbolize, c~ one learn vicariously'? We have:_ 
already said that one can.. It is important to remember in this 
connection, however, that the reader has to construct meanings.-
That is, he attempts to share anothers r experience by selecting 
and organizing those aspects of his own: experience which are 
relevant to the words and contexts before him.. If the readers 
relevant experience is meager, or if he has never used the writer's 
words to symbolize his own experience, he is likely to get a 
vague idea of what is meant, or an incorrect conception or par-
haps no meaning at all. Vicarious experience proceeds largely 
on the basis of analogy._ Since. we must construct our ideas from 
our own experience, the richer our :fll.eathand contacts with.ob-
jacts, persons, situations, and- av~nts, the mora successful:. we 
will be in understanding and enjoying what has happened to others. 11 
11 
Writing about business education Harrison J •. Oameron explains 
He states that; 
11 Field trips provide a means to learn by seeing, to take 
the student to the teaching aid where it assumes new meaning 
and significance in a situation where the business forms, equiP-
ment, and skills are brought together ~d used •. This tends to 
f'unctionalize the curriculum because the student can see 
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vocational requirements and opportunities in relation to business 
course requiremeuts which then become more than standards set up 
by the teacher or the school administration. 11 
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The American Association of School Administrators' Twenty-
i! ninth ~ear book on conservation sAve: !I -v 
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11The best materials and facilities f'or studying conserva-
tion are those in the child's immediate environment •. No vicarious 
experience is as ef'f'ective as direct experience. No textbook, 
pamphlet, or flat picture, or slide· or movie can take the place 
of actually seeing the problem of conservation. 11 
?:! 
This yearbook also points out that many resources are close 
at hand. 
It says: 
11Extensive f'ield trips and excursions need not ah1ays be 
undertaken. We have too often overlooked the possibilities in 
our ww.n b.aok yards. A nearby gully, or roadside cut, an eroded 
pathway cut. across the corner of' a playf'ield, an overgrazed 
hillside, or a nearby creek or river bed will be more effective 
than an:y written or pictured account •. 11 ,~ 
i! il Community resources should be considered in curriculum planning. 
il 21 
!I Mary Pearl writes of' the f'ield trip as a preview of' a study to be il ;I 
il 
il 
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made or as a review of' a unit of' study. 
!Ji .... ·. 
Eells and Connor point out same possibilities of the community 
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:! resource in the following paragraph: !I 
i! 11 Some schools have developed a program of' utilizing community !i 
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resources around a major unit and have not limited their experi-
ences to field trips alone •. In Saul Rapids, Minnesota, ninth 
grade mathematics classes . \'larked on rural electrification and 
how it changed far.m economy. In addition to field trips they 
. conducted there own home survey and brought in community consult-
ants as resource visitors. 11 
Several authors discuss the value of having the students plan 
the details of the community experience. y 
Hildreth· says: 
11The values derived from trips depends in part on the pre-
paratory and follow-up work done. The teacher or possibly a 
parent makes a preliminary visit to explore the possibilities 
before the trip is arranged. Preparing for the trip can be as 
valuable a learning experience for the children as the trip 
itself. 11 y 
House adds to this: 
11 To be of the greatest help, the information concerning 
the community must be more than a catalogue of facts. It must 
be :oo:J:lected and organized in such a manner that it facilitates· 
the use of the information;.. There are four primary ways in 
which: community data might be secured by a group of students. 
(1) Observations (2) Interviews (.3) \Questionnaires (4) Doc-
umentary Research." 
21 
Neil and Pelley urge teachers to plan for community resources 
in the curriculum. 
They say: 
11The current trend of integrating the school curriculum 
with problems of the community and of tapping community resources 
for much of the material and information used in the modern schooll 
program offers forlfard looking business education teachers a 
real opportunity to be leaders in this curricular d.evelopement. 11 
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T.he guidance possibilities in using community resources are ex-
·Y 
plored by Toll. 
He statest 
liThe guidance value of visitations has always been present .. 
Well-planned field trips to ac.business establishment will increase 
the pupilts understanding of the working conditions, duties, 
responsibilities, and attitudes of individual employees, even 
though the primary purpose was to teach how business activities 
were carried out. 11 
gf 
Rebecca Johnson adds: 
!i i! ttYes, since the students are part of the community, they 
'• \dll usually take an interest in the things found there. Often, 
I! this method will get interest when many others :fail. tt 
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Community Resources ~d Public Relations 
Extending the learning experience outside the classroom may win 
:friends :for the school. 
2L Gramley says: 
11Few things in the school program are more effective than 
field trips in bringing home to employers and employees the 
learning process. The class visit itself is generally flattering 
to personnel of the host business, industry or institution-. It 
is a reminder of the existence and vitality of the school and 
is a practical demonstration that other than teachers may be 
partners in educating children." 
Community experiences m~ create an interest among school 
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children which tdll encourage them to take part in community activities • 
.u 
James and Parton expressed this thought l1hen they wrote: 
11Social, political, and economic institutions of the com-
munity provide important resources for the child's social learn-
ings. Through w·ell guided contacts with these institutions and 
agencies, he is able to extend his understandings of there pur-
poses and services to himself and others. He may also begin to 
participate in their projects both at the planning and action 
levels. Gradually a child comes to identify himself with the 
community and to assume his responsibilities as a citizen." 
!41 
Cameron writes of classroom visitors: 
11These guest speakers are extremely valuable for guidance 
purposes and for instruction in current business practices. 
These speakers may also serve as effective means to establish 
good community relations and also to initiate a placement ser-
vice for the business department. 11 
2/_ 
Brown adds to this; 
11And, remember, when you invite a guest to your classroom, 
you are not only giving your students a profitable experience. 
If you treat your guest properly and give him a stimulating ex-
perience - you've made a friend for your school. 11 
Use of community resources may be of value in two directions. 
Through such experiences learning may be vitalized for the students •. 
Use of community resources by the school may also create interest in and 
support for the school program •. 
15 
Summary 
The review of literature indicates that it is unlikely that school 
life and community life can be divorced in the modern curriculum. The 
school and the community are so closely tied as to be 1nseparable if 
modern educational philosophy is accepted •. 
The literature also strongly andorses community resources as 
learning experiences and urges more extensive use of these resources •. 
Many authors agree that the use of community resources helps to 
educate the community to the activities of the school and to w1n sup-
port for its program.. 
In the light of this evidence it would seem that this thesis is 
justified •. 
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OHAPTER IIr 
PROOEDURE. 
Examining "the Litera-ture 
When the writers had limited t.he problem in geographical!. area il 
il and in scope, an intensive review of' current. lit.erat.ure was undertaken •. li 
l: 
~ i ! ~ j: 
!, 
MUch ma-terial has been writt.en concer.ning communi-ty resources and their 
~~ uses. 
; ~ Community resources are evidently widely accepted as learning 
i; 
:; experiences for no litera-ture of' a negative sort was encountered. 
' i: r Through t.he litera-ture the writers sought. t.o discover what. -types of' 
!· I; 
1: resources the au-thorities considered as important. It. develpped t.hat. 
i1 
n the au-thorities believe that all types of resources are important and ,. 
!j 
li 
I1 
;: 
that valuable resources f'or every area of' education can be found in 
i' communi-ties of' all sizes. 
H 
I! 
i' 
I• 
·; Oonstruct.ing the Questionnaire 
The next step was t.o determine what resources are available in t.he 
F towns of' Acton and Ooncard. Several questionnaires of' good construction 
il 
u 
1: 
L 
I 
~ ~ : i 
1 ~ 1 were discovered in other similar studies. The outstanding features 
'· !; 
r 1· were used in the construction of' a questionnaire for use with this re-
r q 
J! 
!' port •.. 
,, 
' !' The -tentative questionnaire \'l'as examined by ten -teachers from each 
~ : 
;' town. \'lithout exception t.hey agreed t.hat. the information requested was 
I' d 1: all that t.hey would need to know to det.er.mine the sui-tability of' t.he • 
!I q 
!I 
1: i. 
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!i !i resource for their classes. They also agreed that this survey would 
'I 
n 
:: aid and encourage their use of community resources. 
n [: 
·· The finished ques't!ionnaire was then distributed in the two towns •. 
n ,, 
q 
:l A letter of explanation from the writers and a letter from the superin-
li 
p 
il tendent of schools accompanied each~ questionnaire. 
,I 
:! 
For.ms were destri-
n 
ii 
;! 
'I 
" ~ . 
~ i il 
I• il 
buted to members of the local Rotary and Lions Olubs and the American 
Legion •. Sociallstudies pupils had their parents and neighbors complete 
the questionnaires. other prominent members of the community received 
d 
tl quest~onnaires by mail. Tlie returns were encouraging. Three hundred and 
:1 ;l thirty-five questionnaires were sent out and two hundred and thirty were 
" i! completed and returned .. Some were eliminated because of duplication,. 
·i 
1j others ltere felt to be too limited in application, and a number were not 
" ;j 
d included because of safety factors. other omissions were not planned •. jl 
J ,, 
'i Even in these small communities a vast number of resources are available 
li p 
d and the omission of some ·is unintentional"}.. 
\i 
1l :j 
~ i 
Organizing-Resource Infor.mation 
When the questionnaires were all in the writers recorded the in-
il !I for.mation according to the type of resource. The three types are field 
ll trips, resource visitors, and interviews with resource persons.. The !; 
;! information was organized in keeping with the limitations of the study •. 
'I 
il 
:1 Special attention was given the description of each experience to be 
:! sure that the grade suitability could be deter.mine-d by the teacher •. ,, 
., 
,, 
f, The resources were listed by tol'ms and indexed with a subject key •. 
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Suggestions for Using .Revource Persons 
~ Resource Yisitor-- The visitor to your classroom m~ be quite 
,, 
I; !i capable in presenting information to your class. 
;. 
Hi:n-Tever, out of' fair-
'i :·; 
.. 
. i 
'1 !< 
'I 
following recommendations are offered •. 
1. Contact the visitor well in advance. Give him plenty of' time to 
prepare for his visit •. 
2. O..Ome to a definite ·understanding with the guest in· regard to the. 
grade level he will v.isit and special points to be emphasized in 
his talk or demonstration •. 
3·. If the visitor is to answer questions in his field the teacher 
may wish to 11plant 11 questions with her students in· order t·o 
bring out significant points and to avoid the embarrassment of' 
having no questions asked •. 
4. T.he students should plan and practice the extending of -everyj 
possible courtesy to the classroom guest •. 
The Interview-- It is expected that the interview will consist of' a 
The 11riters suggest that the following points be 
19 
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.. 
1~. students should practice the techniques of the interview before 
tb.ey make a formal visit. 
ence:: in it self •. 
Olasses should plan carefully in selecting students to conduct 
the interview and in preparing questions which they want 
answered •. 
3• - The report to the class af'iier an interview should be planned 
and practiced in advance •. 
4. The resource person should be contacted before the interview 
and informed o£ any special -information to be sought •. 
The person interviewed should be contacted after the interview·.: 
and formally thanked for his cooperation and informed of the 
results of the experience •. 
Additional Oonsiderationsc 
Safety-- Field trips involve a certain increase in hazardous con-
i! ditions. These hazards are not so great as to el~inate field trips, 
however. OarefuLpreparation for the t~p will minimize the chances of 
mishaps. A visit to the trip area to plan on safety precautions is ad-
~i vi sable. _ Added supervision on the trip is also recommended •. 
'i 
_, 
' :) Hrlme Permission Slips~- Hame permission slips do not relieve th~ j: 
_, 
:: teacher responsibility for the welfare of his students while on a field 
.. 
!j 
!! trip. Slips are important to advise the parents of the planned trip 
I 
d 
1• I and the added hazards l'Thich it may entail• 
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Key to Research~ 
The subjects listed below are followed by the page numbers 
of related resources. Field trips and resource persons are arranged 
alphabetically for Acton (pages 23-82)iand Ooncord (pages 83-147) •. 
Art.: 
• 
23, 24, 28, 29,. ;o, 31, 33, 37, 41, 42, 43, 45, 91,. 111, and 
115·-· 
Business! 
32, 47, 48, 61, 64, and 81. 
Oivics: 
34, 35, 36, 43, 45, 49, 54, 56; 60, 62, 71, 73, 75~ 77, 78, 79, 
80, and 82 •. 
Guidance: 
61, 64, 66, 68, 72, and 76' •. 
Health and Sa:f'ety; 
54, 58, 59, 71, 75;~ 76; 77, 79, 87, 89, 92, 93, 128, 131,. and 
135·· 
IndustriaL Arts; 
38, 47' 48, 50, 52, 57' 69, 72, 76; 87' 88, 89, 90, 92,. 99,. 109, 
113, 116; 117, 118, 119, 122, 123, 128, 130, 136, 137, and 138 •. 
Iianguage Arts: 
43, 68, 83, 85, 88, 91, 94, 97, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 
120, 123, 129, and 134. 
Mathematics: 
52, 99; 112, 145; and 146 •. 
,-
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" Science: i! 
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SociaL studies: 
·; 
22 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Acton Center Woman 1s Club 
LOCATION Main street, Acton Center 
CONTACT NOne (view from outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA History, Art~ 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This building '\faa erected in 18,;2 as the 
Chapel of the Evangelical Church of .Ac.ton •. 
DETAILS FOR PLAi.~NING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
C. J.V!.ATERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Anytime. 
E. TIME REQUIHED FOR THE TOUR 10 minutes· 
F. ADVANCE 'NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The Acton EVangelical Ohurch was formed in 18,;2. The \'loman • s 
Club was originally built as a chapel for this church. It 11as later 
used as a two family dwelling. Historically the church is significant 
in that it was formed about the time that res1'rictions regarding 
church membership as a requirement for voting were lifted in· 
Massachusetts. (1!.8,;2)\ 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Acton- Oomm.on' 
LOCATION Acton~ Oenter 
CONTACT None:: 
SUBJECT AREA Ristory, Art 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES The Common was originally thought of' aa an 
area where cattle and swine would pasture-... 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDEI~ TS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
c. JYI.ATERIALS FO.R STUDY None 
D. TIME OF DAY An~ime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 30 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The Common was legally purchased by the town about 1800.. Af'ter 
its usefulness as a grazing area it became the site of the Davis 
MOnument~. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Alarm. Stone 
LOCATION Sit.e of t.he home of Oapt.a.in JosephRobbins 
Ooncord Road, Acton Oent.er 
CONTACT None 
SUBJECT AREA Rist.ory 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This stone marks t.he homestead of Oapt.ain-: 
Joseph _Robbins wheite _ t.he call t.o arms 11as 
first. heard in Acton- on April 19,, 1775;. 
DETAILS FOR PLAl~NING FIELD TRIP 
A .. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
c. ¥ATERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytl!ne 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 15 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Tllis stone is inscribed 110apt. Robbins!. Oapt.. Robbins! The 
regulars are comingl~ The house was -built. by Thomas Wheeler and 
moved t.o t.he Robbins land :f'rom across Ooncord Road.. It was t.he:: 
first. house built. in Act.oli •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Blanchard Memorial Stone 
LOCATION Prospect Street, South Acton 
CONTACT NOne 
SUBJECT AREA History 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This stone marks the place where. Luther and 
Oalvin Blanchard were visiting of ApriL 19, 
1775• Theyle:f't this fa:rm to join the fighting •. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. l'fl.ATERIALS FO.~ STUDY Ni>ne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Anyi;:Une 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 10 minutes,;; 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The stone is inscribed: 
"From this fana:went Oalvin and Luther Blanch~d to Ooncord 
fight and Bunker hill.-· Sons of Simon Blanchard who was 
killed at the Battle of Quebec 1759· LUther was the first.:. 
man hit by a British Musket Ball at the Old North Bridge and 
died in the service of his coimtry a few months later.!• 
~· 
' 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Bullard Place (Qld Parsonage)) 
LOCATION Nagog Rill Road, Acton Center 
CONTACT NOne (view f'ram.outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA Hi. story 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This house was built in 1780 as a parsonage 
for Rev. Moses Adams •. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. l'fl.tATERIALS FO.R STUDY None 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Anytime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR lD minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This house was built in 1780 as a parsonage for Rev. Moses 
Adams. It is in excellent repair end is now the residence of' 
General Edward McKinley. It is not open to the public but may be 
viewed from the outside~. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME The Olaarles TUttle !Iouse 1799-~ 
LOCATION Main Street1 , Acton Oenter 
CONTACT liR>ne (Vd.ew from outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA History, Art 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This is one of' the four ttLottery HOuses. u 
DETAILS FOR PLAl\TNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited. 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? 1\10: 
c. MATERIALS F0.9. STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY 
.Any:time:c 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 55 minutes, 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Tllis home was built with. a share of' the winning lottery ticket_. 
of' the Harvard Oollege:, Lbttery of 179~ 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME The Oonent HOuse 
LOCATION 562 Main Stree~ Acton Oenter 
CONTACT NOne (Yiew :from .. outside;~) 
SUBJECT AREA History,, Art'~ 
:::---
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This is one of the four "Lottery Houses." 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM :tijUMBER OF STUDENTS Uiliimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
C. MATERIALS FOH STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY Anyjime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 5 minutes.: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This house 11as built with a share of the winning lottery tickets 
of the Harvard Oollege Lottery of 1794~~ 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAIV'£ Davis-'Monum.ent:. 
LOCATION Acton-Oommon~ 
CONTACT Nbne-, 
SUBJECT AREA 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES ~s monument.was erect'ed in 18511 in mam.ory,-
of Davis, Hosmer, and H-e.;vward... 
DETAILS FOR PLAi:JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited:. 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
c. MATERIALS FOR STUDY Nbne 
D. TIME OF DAY ~im&> 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 20 minut~s 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The mon1m1.ent is seventy-five f'eet tall and of Acton' granite •. 
There are eeveral:inecriptions pertaining t.o t.he act.iviti'es of Aprill _ 
19, 1775;. The remains of the three Acton heroes killed on that da.te 
a.re buried under the monument·~~ 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME The Elbridge Robbins 1 ROuse: 
LOCATION 430 MPn"' St:reeii, Acton:Oenter 
CONTACT NOne (view from outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA History~ Art 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This is one o:f' the_four 11Iiottery Houses;." 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
c. MATERIALS Fo_q STUDY Nbne 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ;f;minuteB:" 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
In- 179? -the .state granted Harvard College permission to conduct;:. 
a lottery izi order to raise funds for a new domrn.itory:,•.; In 1794 Mr~~ 
.Abel Oonan-t of Ac-ton bought a five dollar ticke-t and later sola. 11 shares~• 
to his neighbors. The ticket won the grand prize: and the 11Uottery 
Houses u were built fwom-: the proceeds•~ 
NAME Exchange Hall 
LOCATION South Acton 
FIELD TRIP 
CONTACT None (view froni. outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA History, Business 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This was one of the busiest shopping centers 
between Fitchburg and Boston. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM !~UMBER OF STUDENTS Uil.l:imited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. l'flATERIALS FO.q STUDY None 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytim-e 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 10 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Exchange Hall was built in 1870 by the firm of Tuttle, Jones 
and llletherbee. This dry goods business was one of the tol'lllS most 
successful enterprises grossing over a quarter of amillion dollars 
in some years. Part; of the builRing is now occupied by a rug cleaning 
company. The reniainder is vacant •. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Faulkner Housec. 
LOCATION Main street, South Actom 
CONTACT NOne (yiew from outside); 
SUBJECT AREA His'!3ory;; Art::. 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This is the oldest house:: in Acton 
DETAILS FOR PLAi:JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Uil.i:i:m.ited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
c. MATERIALS F0f1 STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY Daylight hours 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 20-minutes; 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This house was built prior to the incorporation-of the town in: 
17:55 •.. I.t was a garrison house~-to be used in case of' Indian attack•-
If, served as the home of' Amm.iruhammsll-. Faulkner, owner of' the F.B.ullaler 
mills •. The residence iss designated by· an historicallmarker. It is: 
reported to have been buil:!i about 1670;.. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Fire RousE* 
LOCATION Concord Road, Acton Center 
CONTACT Mr. Clarence A. Frost 
4o Newtown Road 
SUBJECT AREA Civics, Science 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Modern fire fighting equipment may be seen here •. 
DETAILS FOR PLAl\fNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM r~·UMBER OF STUDENTS 35 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes:. 
C. JV!ATERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY B""t: arrangement 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR By,rarrangement':. 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE one week 
DESCRIPTIOlJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Mr. Fro at is Assistant Fire Engineer and will outline the or-
ganization of the volunteer fire department, conduct a tour showing 
-
modern equipment, and answer student questions •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Fire ROuse 
LOCATION SchooL. Street, South. .Acton: 
CONTACT Mr. Lihoyd._ Priest, Central Street 
SUBJECT AREA Civics, Science 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Modern fire fighting equipment may be seen 
here 
DETAILS FOR PLA:i:miNG FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS ?5 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C. JV!.ATERIALS FOR STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Bye arrangement 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR B~~arrahgement 
F& ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Mr. Priest will explain the organization of the volunteer fire. 
department and conduct a tour of the fire house. Re will show and 
in some cases demonstrate .modern fire fighting equipment;.. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Fire !rouse:: 
LOCATION Windsor Avenue, West Acton: 
CONTACT Chief Hanson~ S •. McGregor 
-106 --~lindsor Av.enue · 
SUBJECT AREA Civics, Science 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Modern fire-figh:ting equipm.ent.may be seen 
here~. 
DETAILS FOR PLArH\fiNG FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM I~U:MBER OF STUDENTS 55· 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Jes' 
C. l'flATERIALS FOR STUDY m>ne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY By-r arrangement 
E .. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ~arrangement 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE Ofte week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Ohief McGregor will explain the organization of the volunteer 
fire department and conduct a tour of the fire house •. Modern fire 
fighting equipment lnS\V s:e .. seen and in some cases demonstrated •. 
N 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME 'l!he.Horace HOsmer Hause 
LOCATION 252 Greatt. Road:. 
CONTACT None ((view from:.: outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA !Ratory' Art 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This is one of the four liLottery HOuseB. 11 
DETAILS FOR PLA£JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited: 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO;; 
C. MATERIALS FOR STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY .Atcyt.ime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 5.5minu.tes.:: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This house:was built with a share of the winnings of the~ Harvard. 
Oollege LotterY:-oi' 1794~· 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME ICe hottsa:J 
LOCATION Ooncord Road, East.~ton· 
CONTACT Ni>ne ((view f'ram outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA Scienee;c Industria.ll Arts 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This ice house is stilll in use and the~ product 
i's eolii in the Boston· area •. 
DETAILS FOR PLAi:JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Utll:bnited ·. 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO: 
C. MATERIALS FO.R. STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytme 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 20 minut'es:: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
B.ecause of' sa:f'ety factors visitors are not encouraged to enter 
the ice house.. The ice cutting and storing process may be explained 
without entering the structure;.,~ 
~ 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Isaac Davis Death Stone 
LOCATION Acton Common'. 
CONTACT :Nene 
SUBJECT AREA HistorY-
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Tiiis is the stone on: which the body of Captain 
Davis fell at Concord Bridge 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXI MUM lli"UMBER OF S TUDEN TS Ul:J:limited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Ne 
C. l'JT~TERIALS FO.q STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Anytime:. 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR. THE TOUR 5 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOn~ 
DESCRIPTIOlJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
~ 1899 the Common was laid out as a memori.a.ll.. The death stones 
was accepted as a gift~ fr011t: the town of Concord and placed herEri.. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME :tse.ac. Davis Irdm.esite Memoriall 
LOCATION .Arlington:Street, West Acton-
CONTACT None 
SUBJECT AREA HistoijiJ 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This mem.oriall stone marks the site of the 
Isaac Davis homestead. 
DETAILS FOR PLA£JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDEl\fTS 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
c. MATERIALS FO!i STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY Anyt:i:me 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The mem.oriallstone reads as follows: 
THIS FARM ---wAS THE H0ME=~ 
OF OAPT •• ISAACt: DA'Wl:S 
WREO. WAS KILLED nr BATT!iE! 
BY THE BRITISH!~ 
THE OLD. NORTH BRIDGE:. 
m·ooNOORD, APRIL:.l9TR'i 
1775' 
Uhl.il:nite-cL 
10 minuteS3 
--
-
FIELD TRIP 
NAME ihe Isaac:. Davia Plaw 
LOCATION Town~lta.ll, Acton Oenter 
CONTACT Virginia Milbery, Execubive Olerk,. Toim Ralll 
SUBJECT AREA History, Art, Science 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This plow ltas used by Oaptain Isaac Davis 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS 50 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO~ 
C. MATERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY 8:00 AM:~ 4:00 :EM! 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 15'minut.ea: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This plow belonged to Oaptain Isaac. Davia;; and was used by Daniell 
Chester French: as a model for his Minute Man statue. at Ooncord Bridge •. 
lL was purchased by public donation through the efforts of the DAR in· 
19,51 •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
LOCATION Railroad and Main St.•~ Som.b Acton~ 
CONTACT NOne (~riew from:outside) 
SUBJECT AREA History, Art 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This tavarn dates back to the incorporatiozr of 
of the town-.: 
DETAILS FOR PLAi:miNG FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Uxil.mited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. l'fl.ATERIALS FOR. STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Anytme 
E. TIME REQUIRED ·FOR THE TOUR 10 minutes.: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE N6n~ 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This tavern dates back to 1735•. South~ hl'ton- was then known as: 
MilllOorner •• Ths real:;.growtl:l~.came with the establisbment·~ of the 
railroad.. . Students wilL be: interest'ed in· the outline of tlie former 
community. Jbnes ~avern across the road from~ the Faulkner Milll and 
the oll Faulkner Garrison Hbuse •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Memorial:Libraryi 
LOCATION Aeton~ Center 
CONTACT Mrs~. Piper -(•j..ibrarien)) 
SUBJECT AREA History,, Art, Civics, Sociall studies, Eo.glisli"l 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Aside from being town library this builO.i:ng 
houses menYT objects of' artistic and historic 
i:nterestt.. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUl'mER OF STUDENTS 25' 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes" 
C. !IJT.ATERIALS Fo_q STUDY None 
D. TIME OF DAY 2:00 P.M;..- 6iOO P.M. TUes •. - Sat •. 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR By,-arra:ngem.ent: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE . One week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The library was built in. 1890 as a gif't to the town from.- Mr~. 
William. A;,. Wilde. There are now more than. 21.,000_ volilmes on the 
-· 
shelves •. Other objects of' interest are a fine antique hal~- clock,, relics 
of' the Revolutionary War~ end several:. valuable painting~ 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Old Burying Ground 
LOCATION 1\1\brth_Acton, off Route 27 
CONTACT N'One 
SUBJECT AREA History· 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This cemetery was used before the town was 
incorporated and even after Woodlawn was 
purchased in 1 T57"'-. 
DETAILS FOR PLAl\TNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No ,_ .-
c. lV'iA TERIALS FO.R STUDY Nilne 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR .?0 minute sc: 
F .. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTIOrJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Many of the founders of the town were buried here •. The town of 
Carlisle also used it for many yearso. 
1 l· 44 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Old Mail1.'\llagon' 
LOCATION Great Road,. East Acton at the Ma.i.l Coach Grille 
CONTACT NC>ne 
SUBJECT AREA Oivics1 History, Art 
SI-GNIFICANT FEATURES . This is an authentic mail_ wagon formerly 
operated by Mr •. Micheal li'icy-ea 
DETAILS FOR PLAl\TNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM N"UMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
c. lV'iATERIALS FO.R STUDY !'lone 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 10 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTIOlJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This mail wagon was used on Acton 1s first ruraL. delivery route •. 
The route started in 1899, and Mr~. Hay-es made the run front West Ooncord 
untilll9.~4 when he was retired because o£ his age.. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Pe~t . Kouse: 
LOCATION Main street, Acton Center (~omas Sno'\f)) 
CONTACT None (View from outside)) 
SUBJECT AREA History, Science:: 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This "''l'as the last. officiaL toJm:: «pest housaf • 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM N'UMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited, 
B .. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
c. }'f.ATERIALS FOE{ STUDY None 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 53 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTIOlJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This house was once used to isolate: people suffering from 
serious conta.geous dise~es. This function ended about 1900.. R.~ 
is also one of the "LOttery Kouses" •. 
4b 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Rex 00rpora.tiom 
LOCATION :H8y,w'a.rd Road, West Actoxr 
CONTACT General Manager TaU. Oo '5-772J2. 
SUBJECT AREA Science~ Business, Industriall Arts·= 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES A speciall type of plastic J:acing is man.uo-
f'a.ctured here;e. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS ;50 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes: 
C. :r-"~TERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY By· arrangement~ 
E, TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 30 minutes:-: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE one week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Modern manufacturing methods including efficient machinery;· and 
unusua.llhandling methods may be seen at this plant ... 
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FIELD.TRIP 
NAME Sirsteak Machinery Inc •. 
LOCATION Massachusetts.:Avenue, Acton~ Qenter 
CONTACT Mr. o ... Robert Deckert, President.:. Tel.. Oo. 3-7736: 
SUBJECT AREA IndustriallArts, Science, Busin-esss 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Students mq view precision machines im 
operation-.. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A .. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS 10 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes; 
C. MATERIALS FOR STUDY !Wne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY BY! arrangement:. 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ;o minute~ 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE fto weekS3 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
~s com.p~ produces a unique steak tenderizing machine for 
sale to restaurants and hotels •. The complete operation- from rough-_ 
stock to finished product takes place in this building~. 
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• 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Site of' Brook's Tavern 
LOCATION Present residence of' Norman Livermore 
Main Street, Acton Oenter 
CONTACT N'One 
SUBJECT AREA History, Oivics 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This tavern was outstanding in U .. S •• History 
along with Howes Tavern of' Sudbury (Long-
fellows ''{~side Inn) 'and Wright t s Tavern in 
Ooncord;.. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Uhl.imited 
, 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
C. JY'.ATERIALS FOn STUDY None 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Anytime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 10 m.inu:&es 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
A system. of turnpikes once connected the centers of Oonc6rd, 
Sudbury and Acton. Brooks tavern was very popular and many discussions 
of' historical significance took place here. Brooks Tavern played 
- -host to such notables as the second and sixth Presidents.:: of' the United 
states. William Lloyd Garrison;. arid JOhn Greetdea.f' Whittier.. It 
is reported that some of the timbers were used in the present dwellling~ . 
FIELP TRIP 
NAME Site_ of Oapta.in Robbin 113: Saw Min.ll 
LOCATION Obncord ROad~< East':.Acton-· 
CONTACT NOn-e. 
SUBJECT AREA History, Science, Industriall Arts:: 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES A saw milll built in 179T by O.aptait:L Robbins 
stood on this site •. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited·. 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. MATERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY Anytime 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR l~~minute:s: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
A. dam.- provided the water power for the mill~. ~e pre.sent dam.: 
controls he water levell of the ice pond~. Acton-1 s first and only_ 
iron forge stood but a short distance from. the location of the saw 
milll.-
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Site of the Old Iron Works 
LOCATION Ooncord Read Near the Dam. 
CONTACT None 
SUBJECT AREA History, Science 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES One of the countries earliest forges was 
located here.o. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS unl:i:m.ited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
C. lV'ATERIALS FOR STUDY N'one 
D. TIME 0 F DAY A:nyt:i:m.e 
E. TIME .REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 15 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
On this site an iron forge was located including a trip }lammer 
end other :i:m.plem.enta for working iron. Bog iron ore was found a 
short distance to the eouth1feet and refin&:d with: charcoal~ 
Boston University 
School of Education 
LibrarY. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Tachnicall Products Oompany- Inc;.~ 
LOCATION Route 62, South,Actom 
CONTACT Mr. N;.}f;,. Deraney· 
SUBJECT AREA Science, Ma.thmatic.:s, IndustriaL. Arts 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This plant is engaged in the manufacture of 
precision: gears~. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS ,;o 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes' 
C. MATERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY 8:00 AM- 4;00 FM: 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ;50 to 60 minutes· 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One day 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Students will-~ be shown the heavy duty lkthEts in operation and 
the production of' gears f'rom raw stock to finished product., Emphasis:.; 
may be placed on the machinery, or the matbmatics inv:olv.ed in; gear 
design· as desired by the teacher~: 
•. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME T'ecbnology:.- Instrument Oorporatiom 
LOCATION Main- Street, Acton Center 
CONTACT Mr •. Searle Tel.. Oo .?-7711:. 
SUBJECT AREA Science 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Righiy sensitive electrical instruments are2 
:manufactured here •. 
DETAILS FOR PLAi.'JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS .?0 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Ies 
C. MATERIALS FOR STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY By arrangement 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR One hour 
F. ADVANCE NO TIC~ TWo weeks~. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Potentiometers for aircraft construction are the. main product 
of this new and modern corporation.. The organizat~on by departments 
is an interesting feature of this field trip;.. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Water Supply and Severa.ge Treatment 
LOCATION Acton and Metropolitan BOston 
CONTACT Mr •. O:tto PasaneD.1: off Ooncord Road., Ac-ton 
SUBJECT AREA Science., Health, Oivics 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES The engineering of local and metropolitan 
water £3Upplies and the teclmicall aspects of 
sewerage·· dispo sall 
~ .. '-
DETAILS FOR PLAtmiNG FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS 4o 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? YelL 
C. MATERIALS FOE.Z STUDY NOne 
D. TIME 0 F DAY By· .arrangement 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR By arrangement 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE TWo weeks 
DESCRIPTIOlJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Mr •. Pasanen is willing to show t.he local water supply system to 
students and to diseuse the engineering and health considerations in 
its operation •. Re is also willing to· arrange for field trips to 
parts of the vast Metropolitan District Commission Water Supplies 
and to sewerage disposal.plants •. These eXperiences may. stress the 
governmental functions; the health aspects, or the engineering of 
tli~se facilities by;· arrangement •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Woodlai'm. Cemetery 
LOCATION Concord Road, Acton Center 
CONTACT None 
" 
SUBJECT AREA History 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES This cemetery has been used by the town 
since l??J •. 
DETAILS FOR PLAl'.JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlim:i.ted 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. IV'ATERIALS FO.R STUDY NOne 
D. TIME OF DAY 8:00 - ,5;00 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR Flexible 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Many of the old headstones of early settlers mEcy" be seen· in 
the old portion of the cemetery •. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr;.. Frederick W •. Abbt~ 
ADDRESS 47llMassach'usetts. Avenue,, West Acton-
TOPIC Duties of the Selectmen 
SUBJECT AREA O.ivics,. Sociall Studies, U.-S •. Hi.story-
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJ.I.lE OF DAY 8;00 :FM:: 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW By arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE ~o deys, 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Selectman Abbt willldiscuss the duties of the.board of selectmen· 
and its relationship to . other boards of the town-: govel"l\llD.ent;.. He willl 
stress the duty of the selectman to represent the people of the totm. 
and the responsibility of the citizensc to take part in public a:f'.:f'air~. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME :mr::~ Rraderick W•. Abbt.; TEL. 
ADDRESS 47llMassachusatts; Avenue, Wast Acton: 
TOPIC Motor Truck Transportation: 
SUBJECT AREA Science, Socia.Lstudias, Indu.striall Arta: 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOna 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TII'IE OF DAY 8:00 m 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW By arrange.m.ant 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE ftcli,:DS;yss 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr •. Abbt.lias bean in the truck transportation businaas· for a 
number of years •. He will discuss. the organization of a trucking 
com.pSXIY, the relationship of a trucking comp~· with.other types::; 
of transportation; and the pr.oble.m.s of truck mainten'Silce~~ 
INTERVIE\~ WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Dr. Joful~, ~. Albrigb:h'~ TEL. 0.0 ?-4584 
ADDRESS 180 Heyward Road, West Acton 
TOPIC Dental~Reeeareh. 
SUBJECT AREA Science, Health 
ADVANCE PREPARATION Students: should have had or be taking biolo~. 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIME OF D.AY Evenings after 9:00 lM: 
B. TII-1E REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ~rr arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Dr •. Albright will discuss dentall research particularly with tha 
use of the electron.microscope •. H~ willlemp.hasiZe-basic dentall 
research in the causes of disease. If there is en interest. Dr •. 
Albrigll.t willl also describe some of the new dentaL equipment sucfu 
as the ultrasonic drill •. Dr •. Albright woulJi expect to use a: slide·.: 
projector •. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME D. W •. Boardman M~D-.. 
ADDRESS Main Street~ Acton: Center 
TOPIC Medicine 
SUBJECT AREA Scirmce, ReaRm 
ADVANCE PREPARATION Nbnoc 
PLANNING DETAILS 
TEL. 
A• TIME OF DAY liate evening, af'ter 9:00 mr 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW By-· arrangement. 
c. ADVANCE NOTICE TWo weeks 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Dr .. Boardman requests that students who visit him be at least~ 
twelve years old ... He is willing to discuss the industrial; clinica.ll 
and teaching aspects of medicine ... He will describe group insurance 
and group practice techniques. Dr ... Boardman will also talk on 
marria.ge:i.• 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME :D.fr •• Franklin:$. Charta~· 
ADDRESS Ricy'l'rard Foad~. West. Acton~ 
TOPIC Arboriculture and Forestr;w 
SUBJECT AREA Science, Oivic.-.e 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne_ 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TI!vlE OF DAY Ev.ening 
TEL. Oo 5-4086~ 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW By arrangement~ 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE O:D.e week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr. Charter is Superintendent of the Tree and Moth DepartmentSJ 
of Acton. Rei willl discuss the controL of the Gyp ex Moth, Dutch 
Elm disease etc.. Mr •. Charter will explain the reasons for maintain-
ing a town forest and answer questions on the pro blem.s of' conservation•. 
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INTERVIEW WI~H RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Roger Drafts • 
ADDRESS 468 Main street:, Acton· 
TOPIC Personnel~Administration' 
SUBJECT AREA Business; Guidance 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne-: 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIME OF DAY Evening 
TEL. 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ~· arrangement 
C. ADVAl'WE NOTICE Ofie month. 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
· Mr •. Orafts: is personnel director of the .American Mutuall Liability 
Insurance Oom.pany of Boston. He is willing :to be interviewed concern-
ing office work (clericall and technical),. busil:less careers, and the 
problems to be faced in seeking a job. Mr •. Oraf'ts would like on-e 
month advance notice. Mr •. Ora:f'ts is cOnn.ected with the Northeastern 
Region Annual:: noareer Days n held eaclt spr:i.ng .. · 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Edward M•. Ferry TEL. ao ?-4412 
ADDRESS ?59 Massachusetts: Avenue_ 
TOPIC JUrisdiction and Activites o:f the .Acton Board o:f Appea.l.Sr 
SUBJECT AREA Oivics, Sociall Studies: 
ADVANCE PREPARATION A zoning m.ap of Acton should be studied before': 
the interview~. 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIME OF DAY !r;t' arrangement 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW Flexible:; 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE TWo lieekS£ 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr •• Ferry will help students to understand the dttbies and problems 
of' the Board of' Appeals•·· He will alSo discuss zoning and the dif'fi-
culties most often confronted in zoning;.~ 
INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Clarence A. Frost TEL. Co. ,_4,69 
(Assistant Engineer - Fire Department.) · 
ADDRESS 4o Newto1-m Road, Acton Center · 
TOPIC Organization and Operation o£ the Fire Department 
SUBJECT AREA Science, Social studies 
ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJ.I.1E OF DAY kny day a.:f't.er 7:. P.M. 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW· ·By arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr. Frost is willing to meet any number of students at the Acton 
Center Fire House ~ evening. He will conduct a tour o£ the b~lding 
and show· the many pieces of' fire fighting equipment. :Mr. Frost will 
also explain the organiZation the Acton Fire Department •. 
b3 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr •. Richard A Gallant 
ADDRESS . lllOhurch.Street, West Acton· 
TOPIC Insurance_: 
SUBJECT AREA Business, . Guidance 
TEL. Oo 3-4264 
ADVANCE PREPARATION Students should have an interes in a business·: 
career. 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIME OF DAY Anytime - ilpon a weeks notice 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW By arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr. GS:llant operates an insurance agency and is willing to ta.llt. 
with students who have en interest in BnY7type of office work;.. Re-o: 
will stress business careers in regard to preparation, job seeking 
and job opportunities.~~ 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURC.E PERSON 
NAME Mr •. Hanson· s •. MacGregor , TEL. 
ADDRESS 106:. Windsor Avenue.; l'lest Acton· 
TOPIC The Acton Fire Depa.rtinent. 
SUBJECT AREA Science, Sociall Studies~~ 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne:: 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TI~!E OF DAY ~ ;00 - 4:00 :EM; de.iJ.W 
B,. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW Flexible;:; 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mi'.. MacGregor is Chief o:f the Acton· Fire Department.. He willl 
discuss the organization·: and coordination;. of the village fire de-
partments and their functions in· fire, rescue,. police and Oivi'Jl 
defense matters~ 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mrs• Roland R. Maciiean 
ADDRESS 46"Central .. Btreet,. South Acton 
TOPIC Pre-SchooL Teaching 
SUBJECT AREA Guidance 
ADVANCE PREPARATION Wone 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJY1E OF DAY 9:00 - 12:00 1M 
TEL. 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW Flexible 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mrs. MacLean operates a nurseryr school with her partner Mrs-. 
O;t>eightors •. The: school is in the basement of' the Universalist Ohurch: 
of South Acton. Mrs. MacLean 11ould like students interested in pre-
school teaching to observe the nursery school. in operation• She 
willlexplain the activitdies of' the school~ and answer questions on 
teaching possibilities ~ this field. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME ~Om.a.s Motley II· 
ADDRESS lly ·School street~ South Acton· 
TOPIC National Red Oross. 
SUBJECT AREA Socia.llStudies· 
ADVANCE PREPARATION . NOne 
PLANNING DETAILS 
TEL. 
A. TI]\11E OF DAY MOnday evening or Saturday morning 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW Flexible. 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE Three days 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr •• Motley is the chairman of the Boston Metropolitan· Oliapter 
of.' the Am.el:'ican NationaL.Red Oross.. H-e willloutllne the services 
and administration of the Red Oross and answer student question1t~ 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mrs• , Marian U.. Piper 
ADDRESS T Piper Road~ South· Acton~ 
TOPIC The Librarian· 
SUBJECT AREA English, Guidanc·e. 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
PLANNING DETAILS 
TEL. O.o. ;-5,525 
A. TIIV!E OF DAY EarJ.y afternoons at the library (~xcept· Monda;v;?) 
B. TII"lE REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ~"arrangement:: 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE TWo days~: 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
~s •. Piper will discuss the library system, policies; financing, 
and the duties of the librarian. Special. emphasis will be given to 
t~e technique of' using the card catalo~ and methods of obtainin-g 
speciall information-. through"" references;.~ 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr •. Iaoyd W •• Priest .. 
ADDRESS 3ll Cantrall street, South: Acton:'_ 
TOPIC BUilding Contracting 
SUBJECT AREA IndustriaL Arts; Science,. Mechanicall Drawing 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne:: 
PLAID~ING DETAILS 
A. TII't~ OF DAY Earzy evening 
B. TI:ME REQUIHSD FOR INTERVIEW B~ arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE Ofie week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr~. Priest is a building contractor.'. He willi talk: with·- studenti:J:: 
about blUeprint reading and woodworking machinery~. Students shoulll 
ask specific questions regarding the particulAr type of construction-_ 
which interests tham;;.~ 
RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
lo VISITOR Mr •. Oarll.A...Ohriatofferson 
2, ADDRESS 4o5 Main Street1 Acton Center 
3 .. TOPIC Science in Industry and Patents 
4, SUBJECT AHEA Science 
5o CURRICULUrlJ CORRELATION Methods of research and the uss of Patents 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TI~E OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Morning 
B. THill REQUL1ED FCR EXPERIENCE Iry:rarrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mt;. Christofferson will shew how science is ordinary living 
reduced to simple rules and that lihe scientist is an ordinary m.an 
who has the patience to learn t.hings one step at. ·a tim.e. Mr. 
Oriatofferson is a pat.ent lawy;er and will discuss t.he iilf'luence of 
patents on everyday living~~ 
RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1 o VISITOR Mr~. Olma llawrence': O~ark,. M • .n.. 
2o ADDRESS 64 Prospect'~ street,,_]3ou:th. Acton: 
3., TOPIC The Board of Health. 
TEL. Cib. ;;;..5277i 
4, SUBJECT AHEA Health, Civics, S~ciall studies, Science 
5o CURRICULTJr1 CORRELATION Prote0 ting the health of the community 
6~ ADVAlJCE PREPARATION NOne 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TI~ill OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Frid~ 12 - 1~00 Ht or 
;;:oo - 4:oo m: 
Bo TIIV.:E REQ,TJI?.ED FCR EXPERimJCE · By arrangement_ 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Dr. 01ark has been on the Acton Board of Healt.h :for twenty years•. 
He woula prefer to conduct a round table type of discussion with a 
few main topics and time devoted to student questions •. Dr. Olark 
has also been a Middlesex Oounty-Medicar Examiner for eleven ;vrears,. 
Medical Advisor to the Selective Service System :for sixteen years, 
Ohie:f Surgeon to the fire department for twenty years and a country 
doctor for thirty-one years;.. 
RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1 o VISITOR Mr •. Leo o •• Cunningham. TEL. O.o_.. 7-4224 
2o ADDRESS 119 stow street; Soutb:~Acton-
3 TOPIC ITI1>.e Automotive Mechanic p .I..U 
4, SUBJECT AHEA Industrial Arts, Science, Guidance 
5 c CURR.ICULUr1 CORRELATION Oareer opportunities as an automotive:: 
mechani.c.: 
6o ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Au TIJ.'.1.U: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 10:30 A,M~. 
Bo TIME REQUIRED FCR :g;XPERIENCE By arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE TWo or three da:ys> 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Cunningham operates a garage in South Acton• He would like 
to talk with students interested in automotives to discuss career 
opport1mities and to answer questions about the mechanic at work,, 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1 , VISITOR Mr •· !leo O .... Ol:mlligham. 
2 o ADDRESS 11~· Stow Street, South Acton: 
3. TOPIC Public Office.' 
TEL. Oo~.;-4224 
4 .. SUBJECT AREA Civics, History, Socia.J:;. Studies:: 
5c CURHICULUrlJ CORRELATION The Responsibilities of' the Public 
Office HOlder 
6. ADVAJJCE PREPARATION Students shol4i11. be :familiar lTith organi-
zation of' the town government 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
A. Tii.\i.G OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 10:,0 A.M;. 
Be TIKE REQTJL1ED FOR :SY..PERIENCE BY:.-a.rrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE Tw. or three days 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr •. Ounnigham has been on the board of selectmen f'or a number 
of years.. He would prefer to answer student questions regarding the. 
duties of' the various town departments.. Selectman Ounn:inghant~ willl 
stress the responsibility of citiz-ens to seek end carry out public 
duties f'or which they are qua.lif'i~d •. 
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1" VISITOR 
2o ADDRESS 
3o TOPIC 
RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
Walter \'1~. Oustance:: 
,502 Main- Street; . Acton: O.enter 
Materie.l:L Handling and Engineering 
47 SUBJECT AREA Science and Soc1.al ~-Studiea: 
TEL. OG •. ~4900 
5c CURRICULUrlJ CORRELATION Tt-.ansportation' and handling of mantlP.-
fa.c:i;ured materia.l:s 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
?o PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIIV!.l2 OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Anytime 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE By. arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE one we:ek 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Material handling is e. science which~ is still in its infancy+ lib~ 
is a part of modern business and as such is being recognized by-
colleges and universities. Courses in this subject':. are now being 
offered in many of our _leading engineering schools.. Mr •. dustance 
is interested in informing school-:.. children of the possibilities:: in-
this undernim:med field •.. Mr •. Oustance. willlprovide~his o1m: pro jec-&9r 
and fia~ 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1 .. VISITOR Walter W •. Oustance. TEL. Oo. ;5-4980 
2 o ADDRESS 502 Main Street., Acton Center 
3 .. TOPIC Philately (~amp Oollect:ing)) 
. 4, SUBJECT AREA History, Oivic.s, SociaL.Studies 
5 c CURRICULUrlJ CORRELATION Postal communications and international~­
understand:ing 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Students should be familiar with the postal 
system. 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
A o Til.\f!l: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Al:lytillle. 
B a TII'!;E REQTJIHED FOR EXPERIENCE By· arrangem.ent 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One·; week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Students ~rill be familiarized with various stamps of many nations. 
Special empha&~::will be placed on: stamps of historica.J.J sig:ni:f.'icanc:e.t. 
RESOURCE VISITOR 
1~ VISITOR Mr •• Aubrey O~.Kre'tscbne.r, Jr •. 
2,. .ADDRESS 46"Surmn.er Street:; Wes-t Acton· 
3., TOPIC Heating and Air Oondi'tioning 
TEL. 
4, SUBJECT AREA Science, Health; Guidance; Industtial.lArts 
5. CURRICULUM CORRELATION .. Healtb:f'ull Trends in:- Building 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7., PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIIVJJl OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Anyt':iln.a 
B. TIME REQTJiaED FOR SXPERIENCE BS) arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE TWo weeks: 
8. OUTLI~~ OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr •• Kretacbmar will discuss modern 'trends in heating and air 
conditioning and will emphasize the job opp9rtuni'tes: in thi:s field •. 
Films mey be available and the use of a pro:tec-tor is requested.•. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1~ VISITOR Mr~. Aubrey o •. Kretschma.r, Jr. 
2, ~ DDRESS 46:5 Summer street-' West Acton-: 
3 ~ TOPIC Tli~ Planning Board.. 
4-, SUBJECT AHEJ\. Oivies, Sc~ence, Realtli1 
TEL. 
5. CURHICULUrll CORRELATION. l?U.bl~c Pla.mling for Modern Iiiving 
6. ADV.Al~CE PREPARATION Mr •. :Kret:Sol:mtar pref'ers to talk with high schooll 
students and will make his plans to. su~t the: 
grou.p~. 
7~ PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao Til\J.G OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Anrtime:. 
B. TIKE REQTJI ::lED FOR EXPERIENCE 
C. ADVANCE NO 7ICE ~o weeks: 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr •. Kretschmar will discuss the aims of the Acton' plamrlng 
board.. He will stress the need for public planning in~ regard to 
health and safety and in preserving the natural:. beauty:· and colbniall 
heritage of the town•· Mr~~ Kre-tschmar is willing to have students:; 
interview him., on these matters in his home, also •. 
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1 .. VISITOR 
2o ADDRESS 
3o TOPIC 
RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
Mrs. Roland R •. MacLean• 
46 Central street, South Actoxr. 
SchOollOommittee Activitea 
4, SUBJECT AREA Social J3tudies, Oivics 
5e CURRICULUriJ CORRELATION Public education 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Nene 
74 PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TII'-JE OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Afternoon 
B o TIME REQTJIRED FOR EXPERIENCE By; arrangement:. 
C. ADVANCE NO'J:'ICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mrs. MacLean is a member of the Acton School:..Oommittee• She 
will talk on- the responsibilities of the schooll.committee and the:. 
relation of the committee to town governmen-t •. 
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RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1" VISITOR Oliw O •. Pasanen- TEL. Oi:> •. ;:>-4o84 
2 o ADDRESS Off Concord Road, Acton Oenter · 
3., TOPIC Water Supply of Acton and the Metropolitan District Oommissioll! 
4, SUBJECT AREA Science, O.ivics, Sociall studies, Health;. 
5 c CURRICULTJr1 CORRELATION Public Water Supply-
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION :Nbne 
7Q PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TI~lli OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW ~±me 
B. TIME REQUIRED FCR EXPERIEl~CE BY arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NO r:L'ICE Tiro weekss 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Pasanen is a civillengineer with the Metropolitan District·_ 
OOm:mission.. He is willing to talk on the Acton- water supplyi and 
also about the vast M~D;OJ.. water system•. Mr.-. Pasanen may have films 
available and would expect to use a projector~ 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1" VISITOR Mr. Benjamin- F;.. Rice 
2a .ADDRESS 
3o TOPIC 
44 Schoollstreet,. West Acton: 
The Acton Highway Department 
4, SUBJECT AREA Science, social studies;. civics 
TEL. Oo. ;-.56£4. 
5o CURHICULUN CORRELATION Transportation end Highway Engineering 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Wone 
7~ PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TI!'-lli OF DAY BEST FO:i INTERVIEW By arrangement 
B. TIME REQlJIHED FCR EXPERIENCE By_ arrangement 
C. ADVANCE NO~ICE one week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Rice is the Superintendent of streets :for Acton-.. Because:_ 
o:f his busy and unpredictable schedule~ Mr •. Rice willlplan details 
:for his visit in~ conference with the teacher •. Mr. Rice will. speak 
on the construction end ma.iutenan.ce. o:f public roads.. He will describe: 
materials end equipment used in road construction and the problellls 
of' making repairs and o:f snow rellloval.l.. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1" VISITOR Walfier B~ stevens 
2 o ADDRESS 20 Concord Ro~ Acton Center 
3"' TOPIC DairY:vmanagement, 
4., SUBJECT AREA Science, business' 
.5 c CURB.ICULTJr.IJ CORRELATION Dairy products end their distributiom 
6 .. ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
7Q PLANNING DETAILS 
A o Til\lli OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Anyt:ilne 
B., TIJ.V;E REQUI i:1ED FOR EXPERIENCE B"y: arrangement·. 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERlE~CE 
Mr. stevens will discuss the production: end distribution of 
dairy~ products. He willJ.emphasi-ze sanitati.Onc in the handling of 
milk end ice cream end explain:-, the machinery to be fom1d i:il:: a modern; 
dairy. Mr •. Stevens would alBo be happy to have students visit the: 
DeN'Orm.an:die end Verrilll Dairy in Concord where he is manager.,. 
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RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1. VISITOR M.r~. Ji>lm M~. Whi1ttd.er TEL. Ob •• 5-5578 
2 o ADDRESS 582 Main· street 
3 TOPIC Fin'Bllce Oommi-ttee .Activ:i:ties:o: 0 
4~ SUBJECT AREA Civics 
5. CURRICULUriJ CORRELATION Town govemnent·~-
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Students should have a know~ed.ge of the 
organiZation~ of town government •. 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TIJY.fG OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Morning 
B. TIIV:E REQUL1ED FCR EXPERIENCE By arrangement_ 
C. ADVANCE NO'riCE Several1weeks 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Whittier has been chairman of the finance. committee:: for a 
number of years. He will outline the duties and responsibilities.:. 
of the committee and answer student questionS:.. 
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NAME Antiquarian: Rouse 
LOCATION Lexington-.Road. 
CONTACT 
SUBJECT AREA Eoglish: 
FIELD TRIP 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES . This house comprises of a collection of 
period rooms :from the provincial to the 
earl~' Victorian •. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MA..'CIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
B.. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? N'b. 
Opens Aprilll9th to November 11th 
Pay Admission 
Unlimited 
C. lV'lATERIALS FOR STUDY History of Ooncord 
D. TIME OF DAY 9:00 - 5:00 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR One hour 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NO 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Students will see beautifully furnished rooms of colonial times, 
a collection of old furniture, china, glass and brass of all periods •. 
They will view a typical~New England roam. of the 17th· century, the: 
Qu.een. Anne Room of the 18th. century; the Chippendale room and a 
-
museum display of' beautiful styles in chairs, beds; and other fur-
nishings •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME The Battleground 
LOCATION North Bridge, Monument St,ree1L 
CONTACT 
SUBJECT AREA History 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Marks turning point of .Am.erica.•s struggle. for 
i:ri.dependence~. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A., JVIAXIMUM Nt'"I'ffiER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
C. JVl..ATERIALS FO,'i. STUDY History of Concord 
D.. TH1E 0 F DAY De.wm to sunset. 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 4,5 minutes.:: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NO 
DESCRIPTIOlJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The students will view e. granite obelisk dated 1836; the: :i.nscrip-
tion on which states the first. forcible resistance to the British •. 
There is a.lso e. iiB.blet llla.rking the graves of two British. soldiers 
killed in· the ba.t.tle •• 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME The BUJ.lei> HOle 1f6use 
LOCATION Monument Street 
CONTACT 
---
SUBJECT AREA lH.storyi, Engli:Slb 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Histo:ricall int'ere:st 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A,. MA..t'CIMUM l~UMBER OF STUDENTS NO-t open to the public 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? 
C. MATERIALS FOH STUDY 
D.. TIME 0 F DAY 
E. TII~ REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE 
DESCRIPTIOlJ OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The house is not open to the public-,. but the students \dll see 
the hdm.e of Elisha J:bnes who sholtled himself to the fleeing redcoats, 
thus being fired upon. The bullet lodged in: the door\'ray of the elL 
and the mark still shows;.. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME The Oolo::nial Imr 
LOCATION ll Monument Square 
CONTACT :Mr •. 0 1Keefe 
SUBJECT AREA mtstory; 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Building of histoiicall importance 
DETAILS FOR PLAl'lNING FIELD TRTP 
A. MAXIMUM l~-UMBEI1 OF STUDENTS ~o-
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C. l'fl.ATERIALS FO.R STUDY History of Oon-cord 
.. 
D. TIME 0 F DAY .Af'ter noon - Aprilll9th · 
E~ TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR l? minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD.TRIP 
Pupils will tour the dining room,. office, sitting room and see 
valuable antiques. . The pupils will notice that the old buildings 
are now combined into a modern no-tell 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Concord Fire Department 
LOCATION Walden street 
CONTACT Fire Qhief Paterson 
SUBJECT AREA Science, Sa:f'ety, Sociall Studies, and Vocational Guidance·· 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES HOw a town protects·itsell' against fire 
DE':L'AILS FOR PLAi.~NING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF S'ITUDENTS 27 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? "Zes:. 
C. MATERIALS FO.R STUDY NO 
D. TIME OF DAY At't.er 9;00 A.M•~ 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 50 minutea-: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE Yes:: 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Pupils touring the station are giv.en: an explanation of the alal'!II: 
system, emergency equipment, and the apparatus equipment carried on~ 
the trucks•. Sa:f'ety rules and fire· prevention in the home are dis-
cussed •• 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Ooncord Office of llfew England Telephone Oompany 
LOCATION Walden-: street. 
CONTACT Supervisor 
SUBJECT AREA Language Arts, SociaL studies, VocationeJ.l Guidance 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM IilUl'lliER OF STUDENTS 20: 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C. IV'.ATERIALS FO.R STUDY liN>ne 
D. TIME OF DAY After 9:50 
E.. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ?O~·minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One. weak: 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
stil.dents will. see the newly constructed telephone building with 
its new dia.lJ system.. They will see h<!>W the telephone works, toll-
calls being placed, switch boards, officers, and operators •. 
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FIELP TRIP 
NAME Ooncord Police Department 
LOCATION Bedford street 
CONTACT Ohief Robert Kelley'; 
SUBJECT AREA Social studies, Vocational~Guidance and Safety 
-
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES How a town protects its sitizens 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A.. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS 25) 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? . Yea 
C. l'JIATERIALS FOR STUDY :NO 
D. TIME OF DAY 8:00 - 2:00 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR .50 mmutes: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One~ 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Pu.pi.ls will tour the building seeing the jail and its equipment;,.. 
They will see fire arms, the cell block, radios work, registration, -
accident files and how the police enforce the laws, investigate 
crimes and keeps order will be discussed;... 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Ooncord Post Office 
LOCATION '\'Taldan StraetL 
CONTACT Mr •. McGrath' 
SUBJECT AREA Social Studies, V6cationar Guidance 
-
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES How the Post Office helps us gat our mailJ. 
DETAILS FOR PLA£miNG FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM !~UMBER OF STUDENTS Z7 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
c. MATERIALS FO.R STUDY NO 
D. TIME OF DAY 19:,0 
E. TDIJE REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ~minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One da:y-:,-
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The pupils will be conducted on a tour of the building and will 
see mail dispatched, mail'_ sorted, money orders written, registered 
mail and how the carriex-s take care of the maill. .. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Ooncord Public Librarx 
LOCATION Me..in Street: 
CONTACT Mrs. Kelen ffi .Mason1 
SUBJECT AREA Language, Arts, Sociall Studies 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Use of' card catalog,. reference and displa:yJ3'' 
DETAILS FOR PLAi.\fNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS One class 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? ~s 
C. :tVT.ATERIALS FO.R STUDY Hi.story of' Ooncord 
D. TIME OF DAY Any time 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ?O minutes· 
F .. ADVANCE NOTICE One da:y; 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Students will tour the reading roam, reference room, stacks, 
and children ls reading room •• They will see the art gallery, statues, 
lherson and Thoreau collection, arrowhead collection, the Blue Room:. 
a:ad en::: explanation of' the operation of' the library is thorou.ghl.Y 
discussed~. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME DeNor.m.andie and Verrill-
LOCATION Sudbury Road 
CONTACT Mr. DeNorm.andie Tel. Ehl. 9-;lo4 
SUBJECT AREA Social Studies, Health., and Vocational~Guidance 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Understanding milk processing 
DETAILS FOR PLAi:JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS ;o 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Ies 
C. JY'ATERIALS FOR STUDY NO 
D,. TIME OF DAY ~':00 --2:;0-
E.. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR li?-~mmutea 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Th.e pupils will tour th.e dairy and see raw milk processed, 
separated, bottled, cooled and sent to the stores •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Emerson HOepita.ll 
LOCATION Old Marlboro Road 
CONTACT Miss Alexander 
SUBJECT AREA Health; Science and Socie.ll studies 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES The management o:f a. hoepit,al, its equipment 
and its physi~al plant,. 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A.. MAXIMUM NU:[v:BER OF STUDENTS 20· 
B~ IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C. MATERIALS FO.:i. STUDY 'YOur Career In.·NUrsillg 
D. TUIJE OF DAY By appoint.ment, 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR One - one and a. half hours~ 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The pupils will be conduct,ed oih a. t,our o:f the kit,chen, store 
room, medical land surgicall wards, a.dmitt,ing rrom. and children 1s ward.. 
They will also visit the ma.ternit,y ward, nursery, central supply, 
accident room., operating roam end see mult,i types o:f equipment, such 
as _ x-re:y and oxygen tent~. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME The Emerson House 
LOCATION Cambridge Turnpike 
CONTACT Mrs. Dempsey_: 
SUBJECT AREA Sociall Studies,- English: 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Rome of Ralph Waldo Emerson,. 18:?5-1882 
DETAILS FOR PLAi:Ui!ING FIELD TRIP Opens A±>riL 19th 
A. MAXIMUM NUJY:BER OF STUDENTS 25-27 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C. }VI.ATERIALS FOB. STUDY Literature books, History of Concord 
D. TIME OF DAY 9:00 - lltOO, 1::?0 - :?::?0~ 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR :?0 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE Two days 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The students will visit the first floor of the house seeing 
Emerson 1 s belongings in .. tact except for his study which was moved 
to the Antiquarian'! house~. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME First:; Parish Church 
LOCATION Lexington Roa<L 
CONTACT Mr~. Daniels -Minister 
SUBJECT AREA . SociallStudies 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Built on. site of old church where the first:. 
and second· Provinciall Obngress sat.~. 
DETAILS FOR PLArHHNG FIELD TRIP 
Aq MA.J'CIMUM l\i"UMBER OF STUDENTS 271 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C. l"'iATERIJ'~LS FO.R STUDY Ristoryr of Ooncord 
D. TIME OF DAY 9:00 - 12:00 A.M;.. 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 20 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Pupils i'till be shown the chapel in the new lling, which ha.s just been 
completed, the nursery, kindergarten; and first grades •. 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME General Radio Oompany 
LOCATION 22 Baker Avenue 
CONTACT Mr. Peter Oleveland: 
SUBJECT AREA Science 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES The use of electronics 
DETAILS FOR PLA£~NING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM I-;-UMBER OF STUDENTS 30 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes: 
C. MATERIALS F0:1 STUDY No 
D. TIME 0 F DAY. Excluding Tuesday and Thursday A.M;.. 
E .. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 30 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE Three days-
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The pupils 1'till tour the plant and see electronic equipment being 
made~. 
9 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME TFie Billi. Btu-ying Ground 
LOCATION Bedford street 
CONTACT -
SUBJECT AREA Englishj Socia.ll Studies, Risto~· 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Graves of weillknown: Ooncord worthies:: 
DETAILS FOR PLA£U\fiNG FIELD TRIP 
A.. MAXIMU!Vl KUrv;;BER OF STUDENTS 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? ·No 
::z:n·· 
,/V· 
C. JY'.ATERIALS FOR STUDY History~ of' Ooncord. 
D~ TIME OF DAY 9;00 - 2:.?0 
E. TIIVjE REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 20 minutes: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NO. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The students will climb the ridge and see the altar-shaped 
monument to William Emerson,. rows of slate tablets whicKhav.e 
weathered the stonns of New England, and wilL read the interesting 
epitaphs of many Oonoord ancestors· •• 
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·~-· ... 
NAME Mariam 1 s Oorner 
LOCATION Ilexington: Road 
CONTACT -
SUBJECT AREA Histary:, 
FIELD TRIP 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Marks the retreat of the British.: 
DETAILS FOR PLA:Nl\fiNG FIELD TRIP 
A. ~'CIMUIVI NUIV3ER OF STUDENTS Ui:J.limited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? N0: 
C .. J.V'.ATERIALS FO.q STUDY History· 
D. TIME OF DAY Da.1-m to Sunset 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 10 m~u:tes:: 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE Nil 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The students will see in the ·wa.ll::. a stone tablet representing 
th retreat of the British to Ob.a.rlestown under fire of the men: of· 
Ooncord and surrounding towns •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Middlesex Institution· For Savings 
LOCATION Main street 
CONTACT Mr •. Julian W •• Ballou,~ 
SUBJECT AREA MathelD.atics, V"ocational:.Guidance 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES l"Jilderstanding bank management 
DETAILS FOR PLA£JNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM N"U:rv:BER OF S'ITUDENTS ?O 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C.. J'fl.ATERIALS FOH STUDY None 
D. TIME OF DAY lD:?Q - lh?O, Tuesday or Wednesday 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ?O minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE ? days 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Mr •. Ballou "\'Till show the students the back of the teller window, 
the counting machine and how variQus transactions take place •. 
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NAME The Minute Man 
LOCATION North Bridge 
CONTACT 
-
SUBJECT AREA History 
FIELD TRIP 
SIGNIJ?ICANT FEATURES Typifying preparedness :for battle: 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A .. MAXIMUM l~"U:lY3ER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B~ IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
C. l'f;ATERIALS FO.;:z STUDY History of Concord 
D. TIME OF DAY Dawn to sunset. 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE- TOUR 20 minutes· 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NO; 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Across th.e North Bridge the students will view Daniell Oheeter 
French t e statue of the Minute Man, symbollizing the men leaving 
their plows and fe.m.s, preparing to fight •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Monument. Square 
LOCATION Center of Concord 
CONTACT 
SUBJECT AREA History--
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES The focal point in Concord: 
DETAILS FOR PLAi:-llHNG FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS ;o 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? ~ 
C. MATERIALS FO.R STUDY History of Concord 
D. TIME OF DAY 9t00 - ;:oo 
'E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 20 minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE :NOne 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
In Monument Square the students will observe the Soldier's Mon~ 
:m:ent, a granite obelisk \'fhich bears the names of the men who perished 
in:: war, a bronze tableitmarking the site of the old Town House, and 
·-
another tablet marking the location of the Rev. Mr. Bulkeley 1 s 
dwelling •. 
ton UniversitY 
:Bos , f Education 
School 0 J.,iorar:Y 
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- J ·; 
NAME Narthl:. Bridge_ 
LO.QA.TION Monument street 
QON~AOT 
SUBJECT AREA History; 
FIELD TRIP 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Site of battle long remembered in history 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS UlUim.ited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. IV'lATERIALS FOR STUDY Riston- books 
D. TIME OF DAY Dawrrto sunset 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR- 4?5minutess 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NO 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The students cross the Concord River on the North Bridge lthich~ 
had been held by the British; and they. recall the momentous battl'e-_: 
which occured here. . The bridge is new replaced by a cement structure, 
and is used :for the sa.l.a· purpose of viewing the Minute Men statue~. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME The Old Manse,: 
LOCATION Monument street-
CONTACT TeU :am.. 9-?909 
SUBJECT AREA Histo:eyi Literature 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Named the Old Manse by-Hawthorne in his 
· nm,sses ·f'romi an ild Manse. u 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP Opens Aprill 19th 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS trnl:ilnit~d 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes~ 
C. lV'.ATERIALS FOR STUDY History of Concord 
D. TIME OF DAY After 9;;50 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR :SO minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE Two days: 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
This house was built by the patriotic Rev• \in. Etnerson~ Ralph1 
Waldo Emerson 1 a grandfather in the.c:year 1769~. Students- touring 
this old house will see the preservation of' furniture,, books, pic-
tures, and willlun.derstand the smplicitT;y.;et severe daily:·routine 
of its former occupants~ Both R., W •. Emerson and l'r. Hawthorne lived 
in the Old Manse~. 
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f-
NAME Oxchard House . 
LOCATION llexington Eoa<L 
CONTACT 
SUBJECT AREA English:. 
FIELD TRIP 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES The home of the Alcotts, 1858-187]' 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS 30 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes-_· 
C. MATERIALS FOR STUDY History of Ooncord 
D. TIME OF DAY 9;00 - 5~00 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR One hour 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE ~s' 
DESCRIPTIOn OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Tile students w·ilL visit the home of the. Al.cotts where the first 
part of nLittle: Womenu was l'Tritte~. They l'TilL see drawings on the 
walls by Mq Alcott,, furniture, pictures, many books, and personaL 
mementoes •. 
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FIELD TRIP . 
NAME The Schooll of Philosopl::!~7 
LOCATION Lexington Road 
CONTACT 
SUBJECT AREA English:. 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Men of' letter expressed thoughts on American: 
history· 
DETAILS FOR PLA£-TNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS trnl:im.ited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? No 
C. MATERIALS FO.R. STUDY Unit on Ooncord 
D.. TIME 0 F DAY Anytime 
E.. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR lO minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE EO 
DESCRIPTI01J OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Students visit this wooden Gothic structure "There many noted 
philosophers and literary greats came to lecture.. This chapel is 
on the grounds of Orchard House •. 
10~ 
FIELD TRIP 
NAME Sleepy ROllow Oliml.etery· 
LOCATION Bedford Street 
CONTACT 
SUBJECT AREA Englishl 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Sleepy HollOw has been called America1s 
Westminster AbbeJi• 
DETAILS FOR PLA!H.fiNG FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? NO 
C. MATERIALS FOR STUDY Lj_terature books 
D. TIME 0 F DAY Daim· to sun:set 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR ,o minutes· 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE Ji"o: 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The students wilL tour this naturall hollow lthere rests the 
literary greats, Emerson, H-awtlit>rne, the Alcotts, Thoreau,· and 
almost alL the men and women· who have ma:d.e Concord famous.. Sleepy 
Rollbw is quiet and peaceful' Sjllll.bollic of' its nama~ 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME Walden Pond and Thoreau t s Oairn 
LOCATION Walden Street 
CONTACT 
SUBJECT AREA English, 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Thoreau's home for over tw·o years 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MA.i'CIMUM N'UIV:BER OF STUDENTS Unlimited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? N'o 
C. J.V'iATERIALS FOH STUDY History of Concord,. Litera:ture books 
D. TIME OF DAY Dawn to sunset: 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR One hour 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE None 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Tlle students walk over a path through. the woods by Walden Pond 
until they:· see four low stone posts which mark the location of 
Thoreau 1 a hut. The students will: also observe a cairn of stones 
brought by many visitors •. 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME The \'lay~ide 
LOCATION Lexington Road. 
CONTACT -
SUBJECT AREA Englislh 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES H0me of three authorec: 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP Opens .ApriL l9tlt to October .. ,J:st 
.Admissi:on, 25$l 
A. MAXIMUM NUJ.V'"BER OF STUDENTS Unli,fuited 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? lies 
C. lV'.ATERIALS FO.R STUDY Uilit of Ooncord.:. 
D. TIME OF DAY 9:00 - 4;,0 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR One hour 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE NO 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
Studen-ts will tour thtilsf'amous home of' Bronson Alcott,. Nathaniell 
Hawthorne, and Mrs. Daniel Lathrop.. Students_ will see the tower lihich; 
Hawthorne built for seclusion, terraces which still remain from-
Bronson Alcot-t, funrl.shing 's from its literary inhabita:nt:s~. 
l08 
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FIELD TRIP 
NAME West Ooncord Garnett Milll 
LOCATION Oammonweal tli: Avenue 
CONTACT Mr •. Hayes 
SUBJECT AREA Vocationall Guidance, Sociall studies 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Wool processil:lg 
DETAILS FOR PLANNING FIELD TRIP 
A. MAXIMUM lil"UMBER OF STUDENTS 5 
B. IS A GUIDE FURNISHED? Yes 
C. l'fl.ATERIALS FO.:Z STUDY No 
D. TIME OF DAY 9:00 - 5:00 P.M. 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR lp minutes 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE No 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
The pupils will see how the-:: waste· wool i:s put back into fibers •. 
There are two processes-picking and garnetting •• 
r 
FIELP TRIP 
NAME Wright f s Tavern: 
LOCATION Lexington:Road, 
CONTACT Mr .•• L' •. W •. Polson· 
SUBJECT AREA H:istory 
SIGNIFICANT FEATURES Headquarters of the patriots in Aprilll9, 177:rj.. 
DETAILS FOR PLAi\Tl\fiNG ·FIELD TRIP 
A. MA.t""CIMUM l~·UMBER OF STUDENTS One or two 
B.. IS A GUIDE :FURNISHED? NO 
C. JY!.ATERIALS F0:1 STUDY NO:; 
D. TIME OF DAY 9:00 - 12:00 
E. TIME REQUIRED FOR THE TOUR 20 m.inuteS2 
F. ADVANCE NOTICE ? days:; 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TRIP 
One or two students may visit tliis tavern whiclt is the oldest 
tavern :in Ooncord.. :Rresently it is utilized as. an antiq_ue shop;.. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr. Allen B. Oole TEL. Em. 9-:?291 
ADDRESS Nashoba Road 
TOPIC Japanese Arts 
SUBJECT AREA Social Shudies, Art 
ADVANCE PREPARATION 
Knowledge of Japan 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJ_I,'JE OF DAY 12:00 - 2;00 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ;o minutes 
C. ADVAI\JCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr. Cole, who has lived in Japan, gives a very interesting talk 
concerning Japanese folk arts, music, and speech. His talk, stemming 
£ram personal experience, is accompanied by valuable pictures and 
souvenirs. 
INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr. stephen E •. Oo~e 
ADDRESS Crescent Road 
TOPIC O.oins 
SUBJECT AREA Mathema:liics, SociaL studies 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIME OF DAY 9:00~ - 12:00 
TEL. &.: 9-4177 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ?O minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE 2 weeks 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr •. Oole will sho>t the students his . rare and valuable collection 
of coins. An interesting talk ·concerning the origin and value of the 
coins will be giv.en1.~ 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr •. George E •. Orowelll D.M. D~ 
ADDRESS Stral'rberry.-Hill F..arm 
TOPIC DOg Training 
TEL. Em •• 9-47 64 
SUBJECT AREA Sociall Studies, Vocationall Guidance 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJYIE OF DAY 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Dr. Oroweln.l•s hobby is dog training and field. trials. He will 
give en interesting talk and demonstration on this subject•. 
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INTERVIE\v WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME m-•. Elm.er w.. Ft:mldiouser 
ADDRESS October FArm. 
TOPIC ~a.vel Pictures 
SUBJECT AREA Social~ Studies 
TEL. :&n •• 9-2.,?1Q. 
ADVANCE PREPARATION Knowledge of European Countries 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJ.I.'!E OF DAY 9;00 - 12.:00 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ,?0 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr •. Flmk:houser ha.s an ext·ensive collection of pictures and souvenirs 
of travels. in Europe, England, Scotland' ROlland~ Denmark~ Sweden and 
United Sta.tas. An interesting talk accompanies these pictures;.; 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr •. Jahn CJ:i'Blldler H-illl 
ADDRESS Lawell. Road:, 
TOPIC. Painting 
SUBJECT AREA SociaL st\ldies, Art: 
ADVANCE PREPARATION ~one 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJY:!E OF DAY Afternoon: 
TEL. h.. 9-?5911. 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ?Q~minut~s 
C .. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr. Hill1. enumerates on his interesting paintings and gives a. back-
ground of each painting. Also his talk includes a general . picture ·of 
how one paints •. 
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INTERVIEW WI~H RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr •. Gordon, F •• ffiill, Jr;.. 
ADDRESS ;ro Walden street 
TOPIC Radio 
SUBJECT AREA Vocational Guidance, Science 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
PLAID~ING DETAILS 
A. TIJY1E OF DAY 9:00 - 12:00 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ;o minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE ; days 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
One of' Mr. Hilll rs hobby's is "hhe radio on which he wilL demonstrate 
and also give an interesting talk;. .. 
Ilo 
1:. 
r 
INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME M'r!.. Elmer li •. J:"o slin 
ADDRESS 5 Bow Street, 
TOPIC The Highwa:y Department 
SUBJECT AREA Sooial~.Studies, Vooationall Guidance 
ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A •. Til\1E OF DAY 8:00 - 2:00 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW 50 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr. Joslin, Superintendent of Highways~ will·~ give an interesting 
talk concerning the upkeep of roads, problems stemming from the weather, 
and the various jobs the highway department undertakes during the- four 
seasons of the year - ex.~ spring, repairing roads; winter,· snow~. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURC.E PERSON 
NAME Mr. Lawrence J. Keuney 
ADDRESS 85 V'irginia Road 
TOPIC FB.l'ming and Fa:nn. Animals 
TEL. Em• 9-2211 
SUBJECT AREA Social studies, Vocational:. Guidance 
ADVANCE PREPARATION Nbne 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIME OF DAY .9:00:- 11:30 
B. TINE REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW One_ hsur 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
While visiting Mt~ .K"Emney:_J" s f'am., the class will see mSDY f'a.rm. an"i:... 
mala and see how a farm is managed. Mr. Kenney-will a.i1so diseuas the; 
proper care of' animalB:i. . 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
-ADDRESS Ola Bedford Road 
TOPIC Raising Grapes 
SUBJECT AREA Sociall Studies, Voca-tionall Guidance 
ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne. 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJYIE OF DAY Evening 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW 50 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr •. Iiambert 's interesting hobby is raising fp;-apes. The students 
will see his many vines and hear Mr·. Lambert ls theory of raising and: 
cul-tivating delicious grapes •. 
INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mrs. Elwood Leonard, ~r. 
ADDRESS 8 Thoreau street. 
TOPIC Dramatics 
SUBJECT AREA English, Language Arts 
ADVANCE PREPARATION 
None 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. Til\'JE OF DAY Evening 
TEL. 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW ;50 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE She week 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Em-9-9771 
Mrs. Leonard t s hobby is dramatics. She will have interesting 
points to discuss concerning her subject. She will discuss the work 
that entails in producing a play such as backstage assistance, makeup 
help, prompter, scenery, music and publicity •. 
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Il\fTERVIE\~ WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Arthur F •. March; Jr. 0.!4. 
ADDRESS 8llMain street · 
TOPIC Eye and Vision 
SUBJECT AREA Science 
ADVANCE PREPARATION Knowledge of the eye~ 
PLAID~ING DETAILS 
A. TI~1E OF DAY 8:_?0 - 2:00 
TEL. En. 9-2159' 
B. TIME REQUIRED J:<.,OR INTERVIEW 20 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE Two· weeks 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Dr. March will intrigue the students with~his discussion on the 
eye and visiott.. This l'Till be an interesting chalk talk •. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mrs. ~lilliam E. Mattison, 
ADDRESS Williams Road 
TOPIC Farming K-8 
TEL. Em.·- 9-!f649 
SUBJECT AREA Soaial Studies, Vocational Guidance 
ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TI~'lE OF DAY 9~0<?- 2:00 
B. TIME REQUI.RED FOR INTERVIEW One hour 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE 2 weeks 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
The children will tour the farm, during which time Mrs. Mattison 
talks ·to them explain in~ the function of' f'a.r.m. machinery,. milking pro-
cess and many an:il!ials 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr .. Douglas F. Reilly 
ADDRESS R.F.D. #1 Concord, Mass. 
TOPIC Printing and Advertising 
SUBJECT AREA English, Vocational Guidance, Sciene.e, Sociall Studies 
ADVANCE PREPARATION 
Understanding printing 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. Til-lE OF DAY 9:00 -·2:70 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW 75 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE 2 weeks:: 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
The stuq.ents will visit this printing plant which~ will be very 
interesting. Mr. Reilly will explain all the equipment necessary for 
a printing pr~ss, how to print pictures· on paper and· how to print 
advertising papers •. 
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INTERVIEW WITH RESOURCE PERSON 
NAME Mr. Theodore o. Ridout 
ADDRESS 10 Pine street 
TOPIC Short wave 
SUBJECT AREA SociaL Studies 
ADVANCE PREPARATION 
Knowledge of Morse Oode 
PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJ:viE OF DAY 9:00 - 12:00 
TEL. Em •• 9-247 4 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEW 50 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE 2 dey:s 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Mr. Ridout is willing to have small groups come to his home where::: 
he will demonstrate and discuss short wave radio~. 
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RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1" VISITOR Mr. Elliott s. Adams TEL. Em •. 9-2751 
2, ADDRESS Highland Park, \'Test Concord 
3 o TOPIC Weather 
4, SUBJECT AREA Science 
5. CURRICULUriJ CORRELATION ~leather and its effect on you 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7Q PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TIJ.V.tG OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:;50 - 11:00 
BG TIJY.:E REQUit1ED FCR EXPERIENCE 25 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One \feek 
8~ OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Adams will give an interesting talk on flying, the weather, 
and its effect on flying. This will be a chalk ta.llC, 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1., VISITOR Mr •. Harold J~. Ames 
2 o ADDRESS ll.Preston street:: 
3 o TOPIC Weaving 
4~ SUBJECT AREA Home Economioes· 
5o CURRICULU~Jl CORRELATION Art of making cloth 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Ebne 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao Til'-JE OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:;50 - 12:00 
Bo TIME REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE ;50 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOr.J:IICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
. Mr, .. Ames brings to the students a very/ interesting demonstration 
of weaving.. He will explB.in the function of the machin-e as he demon;,.. 
strates •. 
12b 
RESOURCE VISITOR 
1,. VISITOR Professor James M:;. Austin TEL. Em •. 9-;i0.25 
2o ADDRESS 6-'Wood street~ 
3o TOPIC Metevrologyy 
4, SUBJECT AHEA Science 
5. CURRICULUM CORRELATION AJ.l;_phases of' the science course; 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Knowledge of science:-, 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
A o TI~i11: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 12:00 - 2;;i0 
B o TIME REQTJL=tED FOR EXPERIENCE ;o minutes 
C. ADVANCE NO'I'ICE One week 
8. OUTLI~~ OF EXPERIENCE 
Professor Austin- will talk to the students about the changes in 
the weather-, including ll:eat, cold, wind, storms and the use of' radar 
in Meteorology •. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
L. VISITOR Dr. Jobn W. Boynton-, 
2o ADDRESS 3 Lexmgton:- Road 
3 o TOPIC Dentistry; 
4, SUBJECT AREA Health and Vocationall Guidance 
5 c CURRICULUM CORRELATION Unit on Health 
TEL. Ehl •• 9-362:{ 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Knol'rl.edge of the teeth~ 
7~ PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TIJ.I-)il: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW Morning 
B ~ TIJY.:E REQTJI L1ED FOR EXPERIENCE 30 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One l'ieek 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Dr. Boynton will discuss the art of dentistry which will incli.lde 
care of teeth, how teeth effect our health, treating and extracting 
teeth, and dental surgery;.·. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
l n VISITOR Mr .•. \-Tilli.am Oarson- TEL. Em.· 9'.-9546 
2o ADDRESS Independence Road 
3 o T 0 PIC PeilJllanship 
4, SUBJECT AREA Randwriting 
5c CURRICULUrli CORREI&TION Learning to Im.prove Writing 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Nime 
7e PLANNING DETAILS 
A o TII'-H1: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:00 - 2:_?0 
B. TIME REQDIL~ED FOR EXPERIENCE ;o minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One lleek 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr,.. Oarson, a commerciaL artist, is very interested in penman-
ship. Re will discuss with the students the need for better peillll.a.n-
ship, how it aides him in his work, and points to remember in~ im.prov.-
ing handwriting~'. 
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.. - ~<. 
RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
lo VISITOR Mr. Bernard E. Dee. TEL. mn •. 9-~219 
2" ADDRESS 206 Elm -street 
-3 .. TOPIC Sociall Work 
4, SUBJECT AHEA Vocational Guidance, SociaL Studies 
5c CURRICULUr.IJ CORRELATION What Social Workers are doing to improve:: 
conditions in Ooncord 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7$ PLANNING DETAILS 
A o Til".fG OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:00 - 2:~0 
B., TIIV.:E REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE ~0 minutes 
C.. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr •. Dee will discuss the work of the Social:. worker. . Ria talk 
will include why there is an~ed for the social worker, his accam-
plisbments, and duties~. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1" VISITOR Mr. :lames A •. Ford 
. 2o ADDRESS Spencer Brook Road 
3 ~ TOPI.C Oamping 
4, SUBJECT AREA Ph'y:sical Education, Recreation 
TEL. Em.. 9-424.5 
5o CUREICULUrlf CORRELATION Unit. on Outdoor Oamping 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TIJ.IiJll OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:~ - 12:00 
B~ TIJ.V1E REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE. 30 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
1-[r. Ford wilL discuss from. personaL experience the problem 6£ 
camping. The at.udent.a will.~ hear 'the values of camping, and t.he 
excitement. and wonder of living in the open;.. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1., VISITOR Mr. Vincent N ... Giatmini 
2o ADDRESS 
3o TOPIC 
83 Thoreau Street 
Stamp Collecting 
4, SUBJECT AREA Social Studies: 
TEL. Em. 9-3492 
5 e CURRICULUM CORRELATION . · Of'ficial stamp of' each government 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7. PLANNING DETAILS 
A o TIME OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 8:00 - 2:00 
B. TIME REQTJIRED FOR EXPERIENCE 30 minutes· 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE On-e week 
8, OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Giatmini will display to the students hie valuable collection-
of stamps. The origin and history of each will be of vast interest •. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1., VISITOR Officer John Ranly.--
2 o ADDRESS 77 Stow Street:, 
3 o TOPIC Safety,r 
4, SUBJECT AREA Social Studies, Science 
-
TEL. 
5 c CURHICULUrlJ CORRELATION Driver training, Safety by pedestrians, 
and bicycle safety 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TII\JE OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:70 - 2;70 
B~ TIME REQUII:1ED FOR EXPERIENCE 20 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE ; days 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Officer Hanly talks to the students about safety as a pedestrian, 
as a bicyclist, and as a prospective driver. He includes a list of 
important do 1 s and don 1t t s in order to caution pupils.< 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1 .. VISITOR Mrs. Robert L•-Rurley TEL. lh •• 9-2216:: 
2o ADDRESS 17 Highland St. 
3 o TOPIC Scenes from foreighl coun:tri~s.: 
4, SUBJECT AREA Social Studies, Language Arts::: 
5 e CURRICULUrJf CORRELATION. Geography:· of t.he world 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
74 PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TII'1E OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9;00- ll:;iO 
B.. TIME REQUI.i1.ED FOR EXPERIENCE 30 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE TWo weeks' 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mrs •. Hurley will show pictures and souvenirs o:f' travels 'throughout 
'the Uni'ted states, Oanada and France. She has an interesting talk to 
accompany them •• 
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• 
RESOURCE VISI~10R 
1.. VISITOR Mr. Bernard Megin 
2 o ADDRESS Stow Street 
3 .. TOPIC Physical Education· 
4, SUBJECT AREA Physical Education': 
TEL. Em· •. 9-3102 
5 e CUR.fUCULUr'l CORRELATION Are 60m.petitive Sports Ira.rmful1 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION N.6ne 
7~ PLANNING DETAILS 
A o TIJ.ViC OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:00 - 2:00 
B~ TIIVrE REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE 4o minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Magin, head :football coach at Concord High..SchooJ:, willl talk 
to boys and their parents on competitive sports •. He will:.poinil out 
what is neeP.ed for success-study habits, character trB.iils, physicaL 
makeup, and time required :for participation •. 
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RESOURCE \liSI.TOR 
1 o VISITOR Mr. Benjamin D •. PauL 
2, ADDRESS 20 Heath 1s Bridge Road: 
3,. TOPIC Anthropolog:v,-
4, SUBJECT AREA Science,. Vocational'. Guidance 
5. CURB.ICULUrlf CORRELATION Opportunities in the f'iel"d o:f Anthropology-
b. ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
7~ PLANNING DETAILS 
A Q Til-"H:!: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 1:00 - ;:oo 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE ;o minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Paul, being an anthro.pologist will talk on the development and 
' ' 
customs o:f mankind. His discussion will be accompanied by many colorful 
pictures•. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1~ VISITOR Mr. H'i.Go Pollard, Jro. 
2 o ADDRESS Nashoba Roalii 
3 o TOPIC Modern Machinery;· 
4, SUBJECT AREA Practical. Arts 
. TEL. Fin.o. 9;..5747 
5 c CURRICULUM CORRELATION Opportunites in the field of construction 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7. PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIMG OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:00 - ll:;o 
B~ TIME REQUI.RED FOR EXPERIENCE 4o minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One 1reek 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr •. Pollard will talk on modern construction machinery and also 
will show movies on this ·topic •. 
137. 
RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1 .. VISITOR Mr •. John R~.Porler 
2 o ADDRESS 5 Damon Street 
3 o TOPIC Woodworking 
4, SUBJECT AREA Practical Arts 
TEL. tm4. 9-9262 
5e CURRICULUM CORRELATION Woodworking for seventh and eighth grades 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Some knowlegge of woods and finishes 
7~ PLANNING DETAILS 
A o Til.".tU: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:oo - 12:00 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE 45 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. :Porter, being an excellent carpenter, wilL explain many toolS 
end their uses, types of wood and best usage of each, and also points to 
remember about woodworking. There will also be articles on disple:y, •. 
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RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1 .. VISITOR Mr •. Walter· Renhult 
2, ADDRESS Sandy Point Road 
3 o TOPIC Indian Relics 
4, SUBJECT AREA Social:'.studies 
5 • CURRICULUM CORRELATION American History 
TEL. Em •. 9-2421:;. 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Knowledge of t.he Indians 
7e PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIME OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 12;00-·- 2:)0 
B • TIME REQUIHED FOR EXPERIENCE ;iO minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr •. Renhult. 1 s hobby is collecting Indian~ relics which will be shown· 
to the students. His collection is rare and very interesting as it 
reveals traces of people' their customs and religions •. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1 B VISITOR Mrs. Theodore o •. Ridout TEL. Em •• 9-247 4 
2 o ADDRESS 10 Pine Street'~ 
3 ~ TOPIC Birds 
4, SUBJECT AREA Nature, Science 
5e CURRICULUriJ CORRELATION Birds and their habitat 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Ni>ne 
7Q PLANNING DETAILS 
AQ Til'v.IG OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:00- 11:00 
B. TIME REQ,Uit=tED FOR SXPERIENCE ,5 minutes 
c. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mrs. <Ridout will talk about birds and their eggs. Many colorfuL. 
pictur~a and slides· will accompany her talk 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1 ~ VISITOR Mr •. Tlieodore o •. Ridout TEL. Em-... 9-2474 
2o ADDRESS 10 Pine Street 
3$ TOPIC Minerals 
4, SUBJECT AREA Science~ Social:. Studies 
5. CURRICULUr1 CORRELATION All phases of the science course 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
7~ PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TIJ.Vm OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:00 - 11:00 
B~ TIKE REQTJL=tED FOR EXPERIENCE 55 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE 2 days 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. Ridout will display hie vast collection of minerals and will 
tell the origin and interesting facts concern.irig tham •. 
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RESOURCE VISI.TOR 
1 .. VISITOR Mr ••.. W •. Warren aa.J.ter 
2o ADDRESS Seymour street 
TEL. 
3D TOPIC Travel Talks on Ala.aka 
4, SUBJECT AREA Social Studies, Science 
.5c CURRICULUrJJ: CORRELATION Geography of Alaska 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Knowledge of Alaska 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJ.'vJE OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 8:00 - 12:00 
B. TIME REQUif{ED FOR EXPERIENCE . 4o :minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE ~ dqs 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr •. Salter brings with him slides of interest on Alaska showing 
the interesting s.cenery of that territory~. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1. VISITOR Dr •. Waldron Smith:: TEL. mn.. 9-2.207 
2o ADDRESS Martin Road, 
3 .. TOPIC Pictures of' Travel 
4, SUBJECT AHEA Socia.ll Studies 
5. CURRICULUr.lf CORRELATION Geography of' North and South America. 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
\ 7 .. PLANNING DETAILS' 
A o TII'-.1E OF DAY_ BEST FOR INTERVIEW 12:00 - 2:30 
B., TIME REQTJIRED FOR :SXPERIENCE 30 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8,. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Dr. Smith has many beantif'ullpictures of' Florida,. Canada; Nassau, NW~ 
Herm.uda, Venezuela, and Oolum.bia. which he will show to the- students;.. 
RESOURCE VISITOR 
1" VISITOR Mr. Mark Gilmore Tre1:~.t TEL. llh •. 9-904; 
2 o ADDRESS 8 Coburn Hilll Road. 
3 o TOPIC Travel Pictures 
4, SUBJECT AREA Socie).l studies: 
5 D CURRICULUr.lf CORRELATION Geography; of the United states and the 
WorJI.li 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
A o TIJ.IfG OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:00 - 2:00 
BG TII\ffi REQUIRED FOR EXPERIENCE 45 minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLI~~ OF EXPERIENCE 
U~ S. A. F. Of':f'icer Mark G. 5?reat will bring with him. an- extended 
collection of souvenirs and travel.pictures :from Ohio, 1fisaissippi,.. 
Colorado, Oali:f'ornia, Xbrea, Japa.tL, Fiji: Islands, New Zealand and 
-New Caledonia. He will·. describe i;h.ese pictures thus making them very 
interesting. 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
la VISITOR Mr. R.S. Van Buskirk 
2 o ADDRESS . 10 Belknap street 
3 o TOPIC Ooins 
4, SUBJECT AREA Soaiallstudies, Mathematics 
5 c CURHICULUN CORRELATION Currency -
TEL. 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION Knowledge of foreign coins. 
7Q PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao TIIV!U: OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9;00- 11:;50 
B.,· TIME REQUI.:tED FOR EXPE!\IENCE ;50 m.inutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8~ OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
A valuable collection of coins will be displqed by Mr. Buskirk 
. . -
who will tell the origin and interesting facts about each: 
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RESOURCE VISITOR 
1. VISITOR Mr. Ralph P. Webster TEL. E. 9-4o~ 
2o ADDRESS Independence Roam 
3 o TOPIC Engineering 
4, SUBJECT AREA Ma.t.hematics, Social studies 
5. CURRICULUM CORRELATION Designing end Oonst.ruct.ion 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION None 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
A. TIJ.VJE OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 8:30 - ~:30 
B. TIME REQUIRED FOR SXPERIENCE 30 :minlrlies 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. ltebster will give an interesting talk on t.he steel erection 
of bridges• 
14b 
RESOURCE VISITOR 
1. VISITOR Mr •. Riche.rd F •• Wood;; 
2 o ADDRESS 2 Devens street 
3 o TOPIC Souvenirs of Travel:.. 
4~ SUBJECT AREA Sociall studies 
5. CURRICULUN CORRELATION Geography of the World 
6. ADVANCE PREPARATION NOne 
7o PLANNING DETAILS 
Ao Til\iE OF DAY BEST FOR INTERVIEW 9:50 - 12:00:_, 
Bo TIME REQUL:tED FOR EXPERIENCE 35::minutes 
C. ADVANCE NOTICE One week 
8. OUTLINE OF EXPERIENCE 
Mr. ~food has traveled extensively and he brings to the students 
some of his souvenirs from England, France, Belgium, Germany, Switzer-
land, Italy, Colum.bia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, and Egypt. H-is talk· is 
very interesting •. 
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SUMMARY. AND OONOLUSIDNS: 
SUmm.a.ry 
It was the purpose of' this study to determine where the educationaL 
resources of' the towns of' Acton and Ooncord exist and to make this in-
formation available to the public schools in these towns. 
The writers desired to present the resource information in a com-
presensive listing which would facilitate the teacher•s search f'or mater-
iaLand aid in the efficient use of' community resources for the enrichment 
o:f instruction •. 
Teachers from each town were consul ted regarding the preparation 
o:f the questionnaire.. Information from the questionnaire l'tas catalogued 
as a field trip, resource visitor, or interview with a resource person •. 
The information for each resource includes the name and address of' the 
resource, the appropriate subject field, pre-requisites for making the 
resource meaningful, details for pl~g, and a description of' the 
learning experience •. 
The resource information in this study will be made available to 
' ;: 
,. 
,. 
Conclusions 
1 •. There are many resources available in the towns of Acton and 
Ooncord for the· enrichment of instruction •. 
·i 
~. There are resources available in all subject areas •. 
' 
.) • . Moat of the people contacted are enthusiastic about making i 
their knowledge and facilities available for educational purposes •. 
4. Collections and exhibits are limited in Acton but many of an 
historical and literary nature exist in Ooncord. 
5· . Most of the resource people who have the time are willing to 
came to the school. 
6 •. Almost all resources are available to the schools without cost. 
7• The cooperation of the resource people contacted indicates an 
understanding and an acceptance of the school programs ... 
: ~ 
' 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Conduc~ a stu~ to determine whe~her the use of communi~y 
resources increases when a study such as this is made available. 
2. Conduct a study comparing the results of a unit presented wi~h-
out using community resources l'rith a similar unit which u~ilizes 
cammuni~y resources. 
3. Conduct a supplementary study by determing the resources of' 
an adjacent industriaEcommunity •• 
4. Prepare a community resource manual for each subject area •. 
5· . Conduc~ a supplementary study to bring this~ s~udy up to da~e 
and to add resources unkno\'m. at this time •. 
6 •. Conduc~ a study to determine the ~ravel time required for the 
use of locaL. resources •. 
7. Conduct a study ~o evaluate the resources presented in this 
study •. 
8.. Prepare a system for filing resource information for a school 
system •. 
9· Conduct a survey to determine the reactions of' resource persons 
to their experiences in the classroom visi~s or interviews •. 
10. Survey the community for materials which could make permanent 
exhibits or collections to supplement the resources of this 
study. 
11. Oonduc~ a study to determine parental reac~ion to out of 
school:~ resources •. 
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12 •. Compare the quality of local resources with stmilar resources 
which are located at some distance from the community •. 
:i 1,?. Conduct a study of the reactions of students to one or more 
11 q ii resource experiences •. 
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